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End of the Moon
by Barbara Knight
Song of the wind ash 
Sliding down the branch of the red- 
berry tree 
Rustle of night breeze 
Through slippery needles of the moun­
tain larch,
Touch me.
The conscious moon of the old, dying 
grass 
On the granite steep 
Holds the tight buds of sleep aloof 
And the eyes of dark pry open paths of 
fear 
I keep.
Hands of the earth 
Climb brick in the black still 
While I wait—still—on crest of the 
foreign thing 
Then the call of a creature half tame 
by the light 
Enters my corner of life making 
The kill. *
Now the moon and the tree huddle to­
gether
And under the glow fast fade.
The mountain sounds 
And I sleep but not ’til the haze of 
morning collects 
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Korad dozed by the fire, one hand cradling 
his head and the other still clutching his staff. 
He was dreaming about the flock. In his dream, 
it was much-multiplied, a grey flood that filled 
the valley basin and spilled into the world be­
yond. He stood on the summit of a high hill 
and gazed at the milling herd. Then, below him, 
he saw his two companions and ran to join them.
“The Lord is bounteous beyond all our des­
erts,” Beninu greeted him.
“Bounteous indeed!” cried Korad, and em­
braced the old man. They turned together to 
stare at their great, good fortune.
“How many do you make them to be?” 
asked Hanan, and then answering himself, “Ten 
or twelve thousand, surely! ’ ’
But suddenly, in K orad’s dream, the flock 
was gone. In the very pit of the basin were 
huddled twelve—only twelve—rib-thin and jut­
boned sheep. They found the tracks of a great 
lion there, among the bodies of slain lambs.
“Twelve thousand lost!” Hanan wept. 
“What will we d o?”
“We must kill the lion,” said Korad.
“There is a man,” Beninu began, “who is 
much given to this sort of thing. . . .”
“None of your necromancey, old man!” 
cried Korad. “We will find the monster our­
selves and kill it.”
“No . . . listen. What you suggest is purest 
folly. He of whom I speak. . . .”
“ Is a magician! We will have none of that. ’ ’ 
Korad dismissed the idea.
Beninu persisted. ‘ | He of whom I speak will 
end this trouble for us. He comes soon to this 
valley. ’ I
“So your miracle-worker will fight the lion! 
Can he also make twelve thousand out of noth­
ing ? ’ \
“His promise . . . ”
“You are a fool!” exploded Korad. “The
lion fears only force. He will flee the hunter 
sooner than the spell-maker!”
Hanan had been looking uncertainly from 
one to the other, but he knew the nature of lions, 
and so he said, ‘ ‘ The lion will come again while 
we are waiting for the miracle, Beninu. Korad 
is a very sensible man. ’ ’
“Kill it then,” said the old man. “Here is 
my staff. Take it and kill it. ’ ’
- ‘ I am not a fool, ’ ’ said Hanan. “ It is Korad 
who wants to kill lions.”
Korad swung his big staff between his fingers 
and laughed at them both.
# • *
While Korad dreamed, Beninu held the sec­
ond watch. He sat by the fire, adding new fag­
gots as they were needed. The dry twigs caught 
and the fire flared, sending the dark shadows 
scuttling over the sleepers. Once Hanan, snugly 
rolled in his rug, turned his face away from the 
heat without awaking. The dark sky lightened 
as the clouds spread away from a brightening 
moon. The shadows on the slopes receded; 
patches of dull hill color began to show.
A far off cry brought Beninu alertly to his 
feet. It might have been a lion—the cry was not 
repeated but he remained wary, cautious. A cool 
breeze flipped his robes about him and ruffled 
his grey beard. He spread his arms to receive 
the coolness.
“Surely, on such a night the Lord is pres­
ent.” The flock, the hills, the standing shep­
herd were gilded in silver-white.
Korad still was dreaming. He was laughing 
at his friends when his staff slipped from his 
fingers and rattled down the hill. In reaching 
for it suddenly, he awakened himself. His eyes 
were clogged with sleep; he rubbed them hard 
trying to remember what had awakened him. 
Bright, hot little sparks jumped from the tips of 
the flames. He narrowed his eyes to shut out
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some of the light and then saw that the butt of 
his staff had slid into the fire. He pulled it out, 
hastily, then pushed it slowly through the dust 
to smother the tendrils of smoke that curled 
about the end. As his eyes adjusted to the light, 
he saw that Hanan was kneeling on the other side 
of the fire. Korad started to speak to him, then 
stopped — startled — for Hanan’s hands were 
pressed tightly over his eyes and his pale lips 
were moving rapidly, silently, as if in prayer. 
Sharp, black shadows lay between his fingers, be­
hind his ears, in the slight folds of his robe. 
Korad stood up and looked about— the hills lay 
stark before him, the shadows thick-piled behind 
them like a coverlet thrown back. Lean, black 
shadows streaked the hills, the valley and the 
ground before his feet. He looked up at the sky. 
A blinding, bright light hung between two frag­
ments of cloud. Korad turned his face away.
“Down on your knees!” This cry cut sud­
denly, from behind him, at Korad. He knelt. It 
was Beninu’s voice, but the authority was new 
and strange.
‘ ‘ The day of the Lord is com e! ’ ’ Beninu was 
practically shouting into his ear. Korad turned 
to look at the old man, who had prostrated him­
self on the ground. Tears of abounding joy were 
coursing down Beninu’s beard and running down 
his dusty hands. Korad groped for his staff, 
found it, and squeezed his lids shut against the 
light, trying to clear the last remnants of sleep 
from his brain. He could not think clearly; it 
seemed to him that someone was singing.
“Glory to God in the highest!” He could 
hear the old man’s loud, triumphant reply, “Yes, 
L ord! We hear y ou ! ’ ’
Sound and motion were all about Korad— 
coming from far off, like a rushing through the 
trees, and then struck him, bowing him forward, 
filling his ears with a host of crying voices. The 
fire bowed also, long fingers of flame running 
flat along the parched ground.
“Yes, yes, Lord!”
Korad leaned on his staff and arose. He 
staggered, righted himself, and then stood firmly 
against the wind, his robe flapping wildly against 
his body. He lifted his head and stared into the 
sky. The burning light was already fad ing; the 
sound and motion were dying. Shadows crept 
back over the dun-colored hills as frayed clouds 
covered the moonface. The old man, Beninu, was 
chanting softly to himself.
Little sounds began to come back to K orad’s 
ears—the cackling of the fire, the mutter of the 
flock, the gentle rasp of his robe rubbing against
his neck. And a dull thumping; Hanan was sit­
ting on the earth, kicking his feet to free them 
of his rug. Once released, he quickly joined 
Korad.
“What happened?” he asked.
Korad sucked a blob of saliva into his cheek 
and then spat it out emphatically. “Nothing,” 
he said. Hanan rubbed his foot back and forth 
in the dust and said nothing. His tongue felt 
thick and clumsy in his mouth.
Beninu had not been idle. He was now ready 
with his staff and bundle of belongings, and had 
brought Hanan’s, offering it to him.
“Where are you go ing?” demanded Korad. 
“To Bethlehem.”
“What!”
Beninu’s matted grey whiskers jutted forward
Flower and Still 
Falling Star
by Barbara Knight 
In the the icy blue 





















When a wind fills a tree 
or
the last, lost bird crys 
I ’ll be there,
Beyond 
While the city 
boils




fiercely with the thrust of his chin. “Korad, you 
would not deny what you have seen and heard 
with your own senses ? ’ ’
“I heard nothing.”
The old man thrust the bundle at Hanan, who 
accepted it but stood turning it over foolishly.
“You cannot deny it! The glory of God has 
been revealed this n igh t. . .”
“Your ranting,” interrupted Korad, “was 
all that I heard. You are so besotted with your 
vision of a Messiah that you conjure angels out 
of the sky to foretell his com ing! ’ ’
‘11 am going to Bethlehem, * ’ pronounced the 
visionary. “Listen, Korad . . .  ‘In the city of 
David, A Savior which is Christ the Lord. ’ Is it 
not according to the holy scripture, Korad ? 
Come with me.”
“No. You are a fool.”
Beninu’s beard bristled again, but he did not 
speak in anger. He clasped his hand on the 
younger man’s shoulder. “We will follow the 
Roman highway. You can find us easily.” 
Korad spat. The old man’s hand fell away. 
A soft wind soughed through the trees and 
stirred the hem of K orad’s robe, then ceased.
What about the sheep ? ’ ’ asked Hanan.
Beninu turned sharply upon him. “The sheep 
are not important.”
Hanan was shocked. “But they are our liveli­
hood ! ’ ’
‘ ‘ Go on. Go to Bethlehem, ’ ’ said Korad 
peevishly. “ I will watch your sheep. You may 
count on it that I am not going to wander off. ’ ’
Beninu looked away over the hills, impatient 
to be off. “Are you coming?” he asked Hanan.
“ Yes. ” The old man started down the slope; 
Hanan hesitated before Korad.
“There is no harm in it,” he said to Korad. 
“And, who knows . . .?” Korad did not reply. 
After a moment Hanan followed the dreamer. 
They descended the hill together; moving quick­
ly, never looking back. On the valley floor they 
cut through the flock. Their robes blended with 
the grey mass; soon they were lost to his sight. 
Staring at the flock, Korad recalled his dream 
and felt a new anger against the old man. There 
was surely only one way to kill a lion. He set­
tled down on the hillside and rolled his stout staff 




he asked where are you going i said i don’t know but i’m going somewhere
he asked why are you going i said to see what might be there
he asked which way are you going i said i’ve seen what lies backward so i shall go 
forward
he asked what do you want when you get there i said only another place to go
he asked how long will you stay there i said long enough to know that i’ve been
there
he asked what do you expect to find there i said less than i think will find here
he asked what do you hope to see there i said that which i cannot see here
he asked how will you know when you get there i said i will know when i’m not 
there
he asked will you be satisfied when you get there i said i will not be satisfied until 
i leave there
he asked will you ever return from there i said i will only go to some other where
The Country Tooth
by Rhea Sherburne
Daddy was reading the farm paper when I 
showed him. I opened my mouth big and wide. 
“Lookie, Pop, it’s loose.”
“What did you say, pigeon?”
“My tooth, it’s loose—see, it wiggles back 
and forth when I push on it. ’ ’
“Well, that’s just about ready to come out, 
isn’t it? Fetch me the pliers and w e’ll give her 
a little pull.”
I didn’t want to very bad, but I fetched 
them out of the kitchen drawer, and Pa held my 
shoulder and gave my tooth a couple of hard 
yanks. It hurt and I wanted to cry. I d idn’t 
want Daddy to know so I made believe my nose 
was running, and he had to stop so I could blow 
it,
‘ * Carol, put on your ski pants and run. I can 
already see the school bus on Stow eski’s hill.” 
Mama was doing the dishes and looking out the 
window at the same time watching for the big 
yellow bus, like she does every morning.
I hurried. The bus driver always scowls 
when he has to wait. Mama helped me on with 
my overshoes. Her hands were warm and wet 
from the water. She pinched my cheek and 
hugged me.
“Be a good girl, w on’t you, Carol, and don’t 
lose your lunch) ticket. ’ ’
I didn’t kiss Papa; I just ran. It was so cold, 
my tooth hurt more and more. Since Daddy 
couldn’t see I let go and two big, salty ones fell 
down my face. I got to the mail box just as the 
bus did. I brushed off the tears with the back 
of my mitten before I climbed in. I didn’t want 
Kay to see.
“Been crying, ain’tcha, Carol?”
‘ ‘ A in’t fell in the paint; Miss Thompson said 
so.”
Then she started to sing, “Carol is a cry 
baby, Carol is a cry baby.”
“I am not, the wind made my eyes red, so 
there. ’ ’
Kay can be a big meanie sometimes, so I de­
cided not to talk to her. I could feel the tooth 
with my tongue. It felt awful, like I ’d forgotten 
to swallow all my breakfast.
Kay didn’t seem to care that I didn’t talk to 
her. She was playing cat and mouse with Tony 
Stoweski across the aisle. It made me mad to 
think she didn’t even want to talk to me.
I looked out the window for awhile. It was 
all white and cold looking, and it made me shiver. 
In the back of the bus all the big kids sat. I 
could tell that B ig Pete was telling a bad story, 
because all the girls were giggling and covering 
their; ears. I f  I were a big girl I w ouldn’t have 
covered mine. My tooth started to hurt again. 
I looked at Kay and she was looking at me, but 
when she saw me she turned and talked real fast 
to Tony. I cou ldn’t hold it back.
“Kay, lookie here.”
“At what?”
“My tooth, my front tooth is going to come 
out pretty soon. See how it wiggles ? ’ ’
‘Golly—I mean, that ain’t nothing. Every­
body’s teeth fall out.”
“You still have all yours, don’t you,” I said. 
“Uh huh, guess my old ones are better than 
yours. ’ ’
“I ’ll get the new ones faster,” I said. 
“Maybe, but m ine’ll be bigger.”
“How do you know?”
“Just cuz they will.”
I didn’t know what to say, so I wiggled my 
tooth some more until I could feel my eyes get­
ting watery, then I stopped.
“L et’s do our spelling, Kay.”
“0. K.,” she said.
“I ’ll give you the ‘ake’s first. Spell bake.” 
“B-A-K-E.”
“Cake.”
We were just on “stake” when the bus 
stopped and let us out at the school house. It 
was too cold to stay out on the playground, so 
Kay and I crowded into the room where bus kids 
stay until the rest of the school is open. We 
leaned against the radiator to keep warm.
“Whatcha going to do with it when it’s 
out?” Kay said.
“With what?” I asked.
‘ ‘ Your tooth, silly. ’ ’
“Oh, I don’t know—keep it, I guess.”
Then Kay said, “I ’m not going to. I ’m going 
to make money on mine.”
“How?”
“Golly, don’t you know anything, Carol? The 
fairy godmother gives kids a dime for every tooth 
they pull. Alice Connally even got twenty-five 
cents. All you have to do is put it in a glass of 
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water before you go to bed, and when you get up 
there’s your money.”
“Does it work with everybody?” I asked. 
“ITh huh, leastways anybody that’s ever 
tried it.”
The bell rang, and the janitor opened the 
door. We ran down the hall to our room, and 
Kay went right over to the sandbox. I sat down 
at my desk to think awhile. I decided to ask 
Alice Connally more about it. I thought that she 
must really know how to do it—after all Kay said 
she got a whole quarter.
I never really talked to Alice before. I guess 
I was scared to. She’s a town girl. She has 
short, curley hair instead of long braids, and she 
can tap dance and twirl a baton. Last fall she 
even got to march in front of the big band. She 
wore a Avhite shiny dress that was way above her 
knees, and her mama even let her wear a wee bit 
of rouge and lipstick. I heard her tell one of the 
girls that all movie stars do—and that’s what she 
says she’s going to be someday. I can believe it 
too. All the boys always stand around her desk 
before school. Even Tony does, but Alice laughs 
at him. She told someone that he was an ugly 
country hick. I think she thinks w e’re all hicks, 
leastways she never plays with us at recess. She 
and Cindy and Mary Lou and some of the other 
town girls always make their own fox and goose 
circle. Once when Kay tried to play with them, 
they told her it wasn’t big enough for her, too. 
I never tried, I ’m afraid of them.
I looked across the room. Alice had just come 
in. I knew I had to go see her. All of a sudden, 
I was sorry my mom always made we wear long 
brown stockings, and I knew that my dress was 




I couldn’t think of anything else to say so I 
asked, ‘ ‘ Study your spelling ? ’ ’
“Of course,” she said, “didn’t you?”
I could tell we weren’t getting anywhere, so I 
came right out and said it, ‘ ‘ Did you really get a 
quarter for your tooth ? ’ ’
“Of course, and Daddy says the fairy will 
probably bring me fifty cents when the back ones 
come out . . . they ’re bigger you know. ’ ’
Golly, how do you do it ? ”
Then she told me exactly what Kay said. 
There didn’t seem to be a special trick to it at 
ai l .. . just the water glass before bed.
I smiled and my tooth wiggled. “Thanks, 
Alice, I hope it works. ’ ’
“Why shouldn’t it? It worked for both 
Cindy and me, unless fairies don’t like you 
country kids.” Then she turned away from me 
and started making signs across the room to Mary 
Lou.
I decided that she was a real snob. Anybody 
knows that fairies like everybody the same. I 
walked back to my seat. A whole quarter ... I
felt my tooth . . .  it was pretty small, probably 
only a dim e’s worth, but a dime buys lots. I de­
cided right then I ’d buy a grand gift for Mama 
and Papa. I ’d go down at noon and pick it out. 
I started to yank at my tooth real hard, so it 
would come out by bedtime.
The bell rang, and everybody came in. Then 
we all stood up and said the pledge to the flag. 
The idea of the present made me happy all morn­
ing and in no time at all it was time to eat. I got 
my ticket out of my coat pocket, and Kay and I 
walked upstairs to the school hot lunch.
We had stew and oatmeal cookies for des­
sert. I was eating fast so I could go down town 
and I bit down wrong on the cookie. My tooth 
hurt pretty bad, and when I felt it I could tell 
that only a little piece of skin was holding it 
there. I closed my eyes tight and pulled real 
slow, and pretty soon it was out. It bled a little, 
and Kay said I looked like an old grandma, but 
I didn’t care. I had my tooth. I took out the 
pink flowered handkerchief Mama had folded in 
my dress pocket, and I put the tooth in one cor­
ner and tied a knot over it, so it wouldn’t get lost. 
Then I stuffed it back in my pocket.
Kay wanted to stay and play in the gym, so 
I went down town without her. It was snowing
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hai*d and when I opened my mouth the hollow 
spot felt cold and funny. It was a nice feeling 
though, and I kept grinning, half to feel it and 
half because I was happy. I hung on tight to my
even faster than morning. At recess I had so 
much fun that I d idn’t even care about Alice 
and her special fox and goose ring. In no time 
at all it was four o ’clock and we all got on the
handkerchief so.I wouldn’t lose the tooth.
I went to four stores before I found some­
thing. It seemed like everything cost more than 
a dime, and I knew I couldn’t count on the fairy 
giving me more than that. I saw what I wanted 
on the candy counter at Ben Franklin right in 
plain sight . . .  a big bag of pink wintergreens 
for only ten cents. I knew the folks would be 
surprised—that’s Papa’s favorite candy and 
Mom likes the color ... I don’t mind them either 
as far as that goes. I decided not to tell a single 
soul about the surprise except maybe Kay.
I stayed down town so long I was nearly 
tardy. Miss Thompson already had out the roll 
book .when I walked in. The afternoon went by
bus to go home. On the way I told Kay about 
the surprise candy. She didn’t say much, but I 
think she liked the idea . . . maybe because I 
promised her a piece. The big boys in the bus 
teased me about being a grandma, but I didn’t 
even get very red, so pretty soon they stopped. I 
guess all boys like to tease girls when they turn 
red easy.
When I walked up to the house I decided one 
thing for sure. I had to show the folks the tooth; 
if I hid it they’d have seen the hole anyway. 
So I showed it to them. Dad patted me on the 
head and told me I was a good girl. Mom told 
me to drink my milk so I could grow a new one 
in its place. I drank three glasses. I f each tooth 
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was worth a dime I could keep growing them and 
then buy all sorts of nice things.
After supper I played with Rags, our dog, 
looked at my spelling words, and did all sorts 
of things to kill time. It seemed like bedtime 
would never come. My folks were surprised 
when I put on my pajamas during the Fibber 
McGee program without even being told. Pa 
said I was really a good girl and that he was 
going to let me name the colt that Baldy, our 
speckled mare, is going to have pretty soon. I 
decided to call him Wintergreen, but I didn’t 
dare tell Daddy lest he would catch1 on.
Finally it was time. I kissed them both good­
night, then I sneaked into the kitchen to get a 
glass of water before I went upstairs to bed. I 
set the glass down on the table beside my bed 
and ran over to get the tooth off my dresser 
where I ’d set it after I showed it to the folks. 1 
dropped it into the glass and it sank down to the 
bottom and just lay there looking white and pret­
ty. I didn’t sleep much at first. I kept think­
ing the fairy would come early, but pretty soon 
I fell sound to sleep.
The next thing I remember Mom called up the 
register, ‘ ‘ Carol, get up—time for breakfast. The 
pancakes will get cold if you don’t hurry. ’ ’
For a minute I forgot about the tooth. Then 
I remembered and I nearly fell out of bed trying 
to get hold of the glass. I looked once, then 
blinked and looked again. My tooth was still ly­
ing in the bottom, and there wasn’t a sign of a 
dime, not even a nickel. I knew I ’d done just 
like the kids told me. I sat down on the bed and 
thought and thought what could have happened. 
All of a sudden I remembered what Alice said 
about it maybe not working for country kids, and 
I knew she was right. I sat there for a minute 
looking at the tooth, then I fished it out and put 
it back on the dresser. I didn’t want to go to 
school vey bad, but I got dressed and went down­
stairs anyway. Breakfast wasn’t very good. I 
had a hard time swallowing the pancakes, and I 
only drank half a glass of milk. It didn’t seem 
Worthwhile to drink a whole one. My folks kept 
asking me how I felt. I lied and said that I felt 
fine. I didn’t want to let them know about the 
silly old tooth.
Afterwards I put on my ski pants and waited 
for the bus. Dad sat in the big rocking chair and 
smoked his pipe. I ’d been thinking about it so 
hard that I had to ask him, “Papa, do fairies 
come out to the country ? ’ ’
Hmmmmmm, what do you want with fair­
ies?”
“Nothing,” I said.
“Listen, pigeon, don’t fill your head with 
fairy tale nonsense. Y ou’ve got Baldy and Rags 
and the whole farm to play with. You don’t 
need fairies too; they’re just for the poor town 
kids that don’t have anything better to do.” 
Then he picked up a magazine and started to 
read.
“Carol, I can see the bus, better get your 
coat on, and please bundle up good, I think it’s 
awfully cold this morning, ’ ’ Mom called from the 
kitchen.
I gave them each a kiss, took my spelling 
book, and walked down to the road. Kay saved 
a seat for me, and I slid past her to sit by the 
window.
“Well, Carol, did you get it, did you huh?”
I opened my mouth to talk, but nothing came 
out.
“Well, did you?”
“No, I didn’t, but you know what, Kay? We 
country kids are lucky, we don’t have to have 
silly fairy godmothers because w e’ve got horses 
and dogs and all sorts of things that are lots bet­
ter. Besides pink wintergreens aren’t very good 
anyway. ’ ’
I opened my eyes big to hold back the tears 
and looked out the window at the white snow. It 
shone all white and it made me cold. I could tell 
Kay was looking at me, but she didn’t say any­
thing. Pretty soon she leaned over to Tony and 
started to whisper and giggle. I let my eyes 




“Good morning,” solemnly to you I say 
(Nor can you guess what my dark looks conceal) 
And you remark how pleasant is the day 
Except you sense a part of what I feel.
And thus we speak and nod, but I can see 
The fear-filled eyes look out a smiling face 
And secretly I smile, but bitterly.
To see me increase your distaste for grace.
As though by some strange undercurrent force 
Propelled, each one with secret thoughts distrait, 
Pursuing false convention’s winding course,
We slowly-stroll, conversing, you and I,
Until at last our paths must deviate, 
Perpetuating thus a double lie.
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As I Watch
by Joan Hoff
on the h i l l . . .
I stand above the city watching. Like an 
ancient statue of a Greek god, I am worshiped 
by some, and like the same Greek statue I am of 
interest only as a curiosity piece to others. 
Nevertheless, I stand and watch them all—watch 
them fight, curse, hate, love, and die. For who 
should know better than I the people who live 
beneath my high outpost? I am the alpha and
the omega of 
all those liv­
ing b e l o w ,  
whether they 
realize a n d  
admit it or 
not. When I 
am no longer 
here neither 
shall they be 
— for in my 
strength lies 
theirs —  on 
my continu­
ance t h e i r  
v e r y  exist­
ence here de­
pends. I am, 
in fact, a god, 
one created 
by them. And, 
l i k e  m o s t  
man - m a d e  
gods, I am 
not an eternal 
but only a 
temporary force in man’s life. When I am gone 
they will move away and start life again under 
another god of the twentieth century. They look 
back to the Grecian days and question the 
ancients’ belief in so many gods, and yet today 
is not so greatly unlike then. While modern peo­
ple may not erect statues and offer sacrifices to 
many different gods, they live from day to day 
under the pressure, force, and influence of eco­
nomic and social controls they themselves have 
brought about and must now bow, submit, and 
sacrifice to these controls — sacrifice not bread, 
wine, or animals but themselves on the altar of 
modern living.
In this city I am such a god—an economic god
controlling the financial status of everyone here. 
Even when my control is indirect it carries the 
terrifying power of an earthly god. From my 
steel throne high on the mountain side I stand 
crowned in gold by the morning sun, and 
sheathed in white satin by the moon at night. 
But in reality I am ugly—what beauty I have 
does not come from those who created me. They 
found it easy to build ugly structures of iron and 
steel like me, not knowing we sometimes function 
to create powerful companies and social condi­
tions from which there can be no escape.
And so I stand over them—an ugly god of 
their own creation, who has become such a pow­
erful force in their lives that they cannot do 
without me. They do not think of me as a god. 
They think there is but one God, and on Sundays, 
when I do not demand their presence, they go 
and pray to this eternal God of theirs, and it 
makes me wonder . . . even though I am for the 
most part an unrecognized god, supposedly non­
existent, they submit and sacrifice to me six days 
out of seven. Perhaps they believe more in the 
other One on Sundays, but outside of the church­
es it is I to whom they must account—I upon 
whom they are dependent.
I stand above and watch, but I am not proud 
of the power I know I exert. It disgusts me to 
see how I control their lives; but what can I do ? 
They have made me what I am, and while they 
are subject to me now, only they can strip me 
of my power, and they are powerless to do so. 
Only their Sunday God is powerful enough to 
help them, but until He does I stand, watch, and 
rule them and pray for my own destruction, 
in the town . . .
The people of this town are miners, and the 
gallows-frame that stands black against the sky 
does not attract a second glance. They are too 
accustomed to seeing it there. The men who 
work underground in the catacomb of tunnels 
that stretch beneath this gaunt steel framework 
have its image stamped in their minds from the 
long hours of work. They know it well, too well 
perhaps! To the wives and families of these 
men, the gallows-frame symbolizes a job and se­
curity, or so they like to think, forcing from 
their minds their fear for the safety of those 
working beneath. Even those who do not work 
in the mines, whose personal safety is not endan-
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gered, fear and are forced to respect the power 
which the steel framework on the mountain 
represents. The foundations of their jobs and 
businesses would crumble if a mine failure oc­
curred. They drive to their white collar positions 
in the mornings, never really paying any visible 
attention to the hill with its steel structures, but 
knowing they are there, and secretly admitting 
that no amount of self confidence or success 
could last without them. The shadow of the gal­
lows-frame rests heavily upon the city, binding 
the people to its black outline by instilling two 
opposing emotions in each and every one — a 
sense of security coupled with fear.
When the mines first began there wasn’t any 
sensation of false security. The people knew 
they were engaging in dangerous work, but they 
were in control of what they were doing then. 
If they didn’t like the way one mine operated 
they could easily pack up and find work at an­
other, under different management, or even move 
completely out of the independent mining camp 
that was to grow into this city of placid tradition 
and custom-bound people. They no longer have 
a choice of mines at which to work—the initial 
independence of the mining camp is gone from 
the people who live there today.
For generations fathers and sons of families 
have worked in the mine tunnels, and with each 
new generation there is always one of the family 
who rebels against the tradition. In most cases 
they are urged to break away, to start out in some 
new field. But it isn’t easy. Money for school­
ing always slips from their grasp as threats of 
an impending strike force the family to plan and 
save ahead in case the threat becomes a reality. 
Most of the time the strike never materializes, 
but the fear is always there. Then the TV set 
breaks down, or payments on the new car take 
more of the family income than expected, and so 
the college money is lost once more in the con­
fusion of everyday living. And the young boy 
falls into the sharply cut pattern that his family 
had been shaping for years; and grows old before 
his time, working his life away in the narrow 
winding tunnels—a slave to the giant steel god 
that proudly projects from the hillside above 
him. Like the figurehead of a ship, it stands 
above—the distinguishing mark of a mine—the 
gallows-frame.
The independence and will to break away 
were there, but the boy didn’t realize that the 
mining camp had changed into a city in which it 
was no longer easy to show independence be­
cause the mines had become too important in the
lives of the people. The people no longer rule 
the mines; the mines and the company which 
owns them now rule the people. The town dies 
if the mines stop—the people know it—the com­
pany knows it.
The gallows-frame represents power, strength, 
and life. It is a god. And like an ancient god 
it is not all good, all perfect, or all just. During 
times of strikes it lashes out in wrath, causing 
suffering, hunger, and poverty. Yet, the same 
miner who watches a three month strike age his 
wife with lines of worry, put unanswerable ques- 
tons in his children’s eyes, and hungrily snatch 
away his savings; it is this same miner who will 
return to work like a faithful dog following his 
master. H e’ll grumble, complain, get drunk a 
few times; but always the mine gets him back. 
The black steel god on the hillside beckons and
he goes underground once more, underground 
where the sun never shines, underground to 
sweat in the cold damp tunnels, to work always 
in semi-darkness and dirt—ant-like, ever dig­
ging, tunneling, in order to live.
Families of this city have bowed so long to 
this mine god that they now find it is much 
easier to obey than to change.
And isn’t this the better way ? If the people 
weren’t living in this city under this type of 
economic control they would be in some indus­
trial or farming area submitting to still other 
economic gods of their own creation. Only the 
aimless wanderers are free from this type of con­
trol. They don’t care particularly for security 
and therefore need not depend upon anyone or 
anything in society to provide them with it. But 
the majority of people need and want security
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and pay the price for it, even to the point of sub­
mission. What makes the price of security bear­
able is the fact that most people do not realize 
that they are paying a price. Through habit and 
custom, the price has become so thickly entwined 
with their regular lives that it seems it has al­
ways been there. The child who is blind from 
birth only realizes there is another world beside 
this one of darkness because he has been told so.
The miners mine to live, as their fathers did, 
and as their fathers’ fathers did; and usually 
when they realize the new hardships leading 
down the path of rebellion, the hardships of the 
life they now live, and are used to, seem less 
formidable. At least they know what to expect 
from their steel god, and knowing something 
represents more security than starting out on a 
new uncharted course under the auspices of an 
entirely new economic god. And if they are rea­
sonably happy, why change things?
reasonably happy . . .
In a small, below street-level bar, a woman
sits crookedly on the stool, resting her head 
against the back of the wall, staring blankly up 
at the ceiling. She yells something unintelligible, 
but no one in the smoky room pays any attention 
to her. A laugh from a corner booth attracts her 
attention, and slowly she brings her head down 
and tries to focus her eyes on the three young 
couples in the booth. She yells to them, but no 
one glances up. Finally by banging an empty 
glass on the bar, she gets them to notice her. One 
of the guys in the booth gives her a sarcastic 
smile, and one of the girls laughs a little uneasily 
as the drunk woman starts for their booth.
She stands in front of them, hands on hips, 
feet apart, swaying slightly—looking at them in 
disgust.
“Well?” she says.
No one at the table answers her.
“Well,” she says again. |‘Just what the hell 
do you want? Take a closer look you damn smart 
alecks—get a good look.”
In turn she points to each one at the table, 
and asks their ages. No one is over twenty-three.
Then this woman with the pale tired face of 
about forty tells them she’s only twenty-five; 
that she has been married and divorced, and now 
is just out for a good time. The circles under 
her eyes and the dissipated pallor of her skin 
show that she has been having a good time quite 
often.
“W hat’s wrong with having a good time?” 
she demands of the kids at the booth.
“You’re having a good time aren’t you—why 
shouldn't I ? I ’m only twenty-five. I deserve to 
have a good time too. I like to be happy.”
She shakes her head groggily, then turns to 
the bar and shouts to everyone there: “I ’m hap­
py, I ’m happy!” Her mouth twists on the last 
word, and the momentary brazen, drunken look 
in her eyes is replaced by a blank stare as her 
whole body seems to tremble and she goes back 
to her corner stool, silently crying.
This is her happiness and it is not so different 
from the reasonable happiness of most of the peo­
ple in the city. Both are false happinesses which 
are an inherent part of society, making life bear­
able for those involved. “Having a good time” 
leads to one, while submission to a steel god leads 
to the other. And so life in the town goes on.
back on the hill . . .
I stand above the city watching the narrow, 
crooked streets that cling like crumpled grey rib­
bon to the mountain side, twisting in and out ap­
parently without any order. They almost seem 
to have been created by the surfacing of the com­
plex network of mining tunnels below. The dirt 
of these streets is the same dirt that lines the in­
side of the tunnels. The men have brought it up 
from the mines with them every day and every 
night and tramped it permanently into the city 
streets. This dirt represents the last remaining 
characteristic of the independent, fun-loving, 
hell-raising mining camp. When this is gone, 
nothing of those past days will remain.
And then my power over them will be even 
more complete. With their modern conveniences 
and higher pay and/ Sunday God, generations of 
them will live out their days reasonably happy, 
not realizing that the company has silently, slow­
ly and successfully conquered them. My struc­
ture on the hillside will no longer represent the 
strength, ruggedness, and spirit of the people as 
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it once did and ever so slightly does now. I will 
be but a victory banner proclaiming the defeat 
of the people by the mines.
From my steel throne high above the city I 
watch the day draw nearer when I shall be in 
complete command of the economic life of thou­
sands. I wonder if then their Sunday God will 
at last intervene and begin to help them emerge 
from their submission to me. Or is it not possible 
that I will replace the Sunday God of these peo­
ple? Right now, especially during strikes, who 
can say to whom these people pray for relief— 
God or the company? Which is the more con­
trolling force in their lives? In time a complete 
reversal of values may take place and I, with all 
my power and strength, will not be able to stop it. 
I thrive and grow on the submission of a people 
that have forgotten what it is like to live in a 
world not dominated by the shadow of my frame­
work. They cannot go back to the old days be­
cause this modern age permits no going back, 
only a continual surging forward. I will move 
into the future with them—a god of their own 
creation, who, like a hybrid monster of some in­
sane inventor, has developed uncontrollably into 
the ruler of my creators. I am a false god who 
was created to rule—unlike the true God who 
not only rules but also creates. The people of 
this city are blind to this fact and I am helpless 
to show them the truth.
I, an earthly god, with all my powers can do 
nothing but stand on my mountain pedestal, my 
robe of steel firmly planted in the dirt and rock 
beneath me. I rise from the same dirt that lines 
the dark mine tunnels, from the same dirt that 
has been walked into the street below, and yet I 
have stood here and watched the city grow old, 
grow stagnant, grow more dirty with a dirt that 
doesn’t come from the ground. I stand above, 
watching a living city grow up—dead.
And Nature Took Its Course
by Lulubelle Zilch
Some people think New Caldonia, Georgia, 
is out of the way—you know, kinda backwoodsie. 
Course, I know better. My people and my peo­
ple ’s people has all been raised out here. I t’s all 
in your point of view. I mean it’s really okay— 
that is it used to be, until it happened.
First maybe I should tell you a little some­
thing about New Caldonia. I t’s kind of a small
town, but we manage to get all the necessities of 
life. Just the other day, Ma ordered a shipment
of cockroach exterminator from Sears Roebuck. 
Not many people can afford to order things from 
them mail houses, but then the cockroaches don’t 
bother many people anyway. Guess Ma’s just 
finicky that way. Anyway, we got a hotel and a 
cafe (it’s really more of a bar), and a gas station 
and several pretty nice houses. The rest of the 
people lives out around and works the fields. But 
the real good people lives in town. That’s where 
we live. On Park Street.
Well, anyway we had a whole lot of rats in 
town. The health man thinks that’s where it all 
started. Our new doe don’t know for sure cause 
like he says, he don’t have one of them educa­
tions. The folks say he’s good enough for them, 
so I guess he’s good enough for me, but just the 
same, they had a doctor last year (his name was 
Jamison) what had been to Emory University in 
Atlanta. But the folks didn’t put much stock in 
what he had to say because of the way he acted 
at the horning of the littlest Hays kid . . . the 
kid died and so did the Ma and folks said it was 
his fault cause he gave her something to make 
her sleep so it wouldn’t hurt so. Folks say it’s 
only nature that a woman should suffer with 
child and he interfered with the workings of na­
ture and so he had to go while the going was 
good and that’s why we had this other doc in-
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stead of the one with the education and all sorts 
of new fangled ideas.
Well anyway, these people came from the 
hospital in Atlanta and they said New Caldonia 
was a disgrace and should be sprayed and cleaned 
up cause the kids had hookworm from not wear­
ing shoes in the field and they had skin ails and 
they talked about the mosquitoes giving the peo­
ple diseases but everybody knows that’s crazy 
talk so they d idn’t do nothing about it and they 
didn’t do nothing about the rats neither. They 
didn’t do nothing because the new doc said there 
wasn’t no need to do nothing because everybody 
knew everything would be all right if we let na­
ture take it’s course.
Then the rats began to die in the streets. 
That’s when the doc was really in his glory. He 
said, see what I told you. And even Old Man 
Hays who was offen doc cause of that business 
about Mrs. Hays had to agree with the new doc 
when all them rats died without nothing being 
fed to them to kill them.
Well, things went along okay for a while, 
then some of the people in town began to be feel­
ing poorly. The new doc saw some of them, but 
he didn’t have time to get around to everybody 
cause he had a daytime job in the mills and he 
was kinda tired at night, but the ones he did see, 
he said they had the swamp fever and nature 
would take its course, and he gave them a little 
molasses and sulphur to help nature along and 
they didn’t feel no better, but they didn’t feel no 
worse for it. Nobody really worried about noth­
ing till the youngest Jenkins kid up and died for 
no reason at all. He had had his molasses and 
seemed to be getting on with his swamp fever 
okay when one afternoon he took a turn for the 
worse and got kinda boils on his stomach and 
under his arms and he all swole up and died. 
People began to get a little worried, but not 
much, cause after all, little kids die all the time 
for no good reason at all and it’s the will of the 
Lord and nature has to take its course. Then 
the other people what had first got sick began to 
get poorlier and poorlier and a couple of them 
died. Still we d idn’t worry none, cause things 
like that happen.
Old Rastus was pickin up some of them dead 
rats one afternoon when a car drove right down 
Park Street. Nobody in town has a ear but old 
man Guiles and h is’s a Model T' and this wasn’t 
no Model T, so naturally it aroused right much 
interest. It turned out to be this here couple on 
a honeymoon from up in Pennsylvania. Now no­
body took no shine to these here damnyankees
stopping right in the middle of New Caldonia, 
but they had had a flat tire and were afraid to 
try to make it through the swamp without a 
spare and Jake (he runs the garage) cou ldn’t git 
to the tire till morning, so they stayed in the 
hotel. Well, time went on and four more people 
died that afternoon, and they had them boils on 
them and swole up jist like the Jenkins kid, and 
Rastus kept picking up them dead rats and then 
someone noticed that the rats was all kinda swole 
up too, and that’s when the new doc remembers 
something he had read in a periodical in Atlanta 
while he was waiting to have a wart took off. 
Something about the medievil plagues and how 
the rats came out first dead, and then the people 
swole up and died. So he called the county 
health people and the officer came out and he 
said what was wrong was that everyone had the 
bubonic plague. That is nearly everybody had
it. I didn’t and a couple of kids what was in 
the fields while all this was going on didn’t and 
some of the people that lived out a little way 
d idn’t, but most everybody in town did and 
there’s forty in New Caldonia not counting the
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tramps and pore white trash that passes through 
and the honeymooning couple.
The health officer seemed to be all het up 
about it and he said nobody could go nowhere 
cause it was catching, but then nobody wanted to 
anyway so he could have saved his breath. He 
said nobody could come in neither, but that 
didn’t matter none neither cause nobody never 
did, and then he got in his car and rolled up the 
windows and went lickity split back to Atlanta. 
The next day a bunch of health people and Red 
Cross workers and doctors and people called wel­
fare people came out and they threw7 up road­
blocks and got everybody in the schoolhouse that 
wras sick and then tended them till they either 
got wrell or died and then they fumigated the 
whole town and killed the rest of the rats and 
went off back to Atlanta and nothing was never 
in the papers cause they was afraid it would
cause a panic. But the population of New Cal- 
donia a in’t forty no more and I guess that’s 
about all.
There really wasn’t no need for anyone to get 
all excited about it because nature will take it’s 
course and everybody knowrs that and besides it’s 
probably a good thing the rats are all dead any­
how. But every now7 and then I do wonder w7hat 
ever happened to that honeymooning couple. 
They just got in their car and beat it without 
even waiting for their tire when the health man 
went back to Atlanta for all them people and no­
body’s never heard nothing from them since. 
Some say they went on to New Orleans and some 
say they just went home, but they sure did scram 
when they heard about the plague. You wouldn’t 
think it would bother them none after they spent 
the night in New7 Caldonia writh all them dead 
rats.
Villanelle for Louis XVI
by Alice Anne Larom
Come, bend a meek neck to the thirsting blade, 
The ghosted queen a-weeping lies;
Compassion is dead for inconstant shade.
At scaffold’s foot the riotous gasconade 
Unhallows death with bloody cries.
Come, bend a meek neck to the thirsting blade.
No more may royal love their hearts invade 
Whose hunger murder justifies:
Compassion is dead for inconstant shade.
0 pious Louis, furious fires are laid 
On king whose kingly vision dies—
Come, bend a meek neck to the thirsting blade.
Versailles was joy of courts, all pleasure’s jade 
Whose price you now but realize:
Compassion is dead for inconstant shade.
Now rain of royal blood on them be laid 
Who courage watch with vengeful eyes;
Come, bend a meek neck to the thirsting blade 




Father Jean held a flickering candle over a 
crude wooden bed. He bent nearer the bed, lis­
tening intently. And the young Jesuit felt older, 
much older, as he set aside the tallow candle. The 
young Indian woman was dead and tomorrow 
the mission bell would again toll for the Requiem 
Mass.
Father Jean picked up a vessel of holy water 
and his trembling fingers flicked water down his 
garments as he sprinkled the bed, but his voice 
was clear and solemn as he repeated, “Asperges 
me, Domine, hyssopo, et mundabor.” He turned 
from the bed to a young Shoshone brave squatted 
alongside and repeated the ritual. Then he 
gently placed his hand on the Indian’s shoulder.
“Your sister is dead, Takes-the-Cross.”
The brave’s broad face remained expression­
less. Father Jean started to speak, then with­
drew his hand and left the sacristy.
In the darkness of his quarters he fumbled to 
remove his cassock and stole, hurriedly recited 
a prayer, and then lay back on his hard, wooden 
bed. Sleep crept over the churning waters in 
his mind, then departed as a slowly rising fog. 
Finally the mist cleared and his eyes opened. 
He twisted his body toward the knotty abutt- 
ment beside his bed and peered through the chinks 
in its logs. The first gray of early morning was 
filtering into the mission, but it was not day­
break that had awakened him—it was a mourn­
ful chant that entered the room with the gray 
patches. Father Jean thrust his hands to his 
ears and sought quiet beneath the robe which 
covered his bed.
But it swelled, the too-familiar chant of Sho­
shone women mourning their dead:
“You are going. A good land reach.
All Indians see, good Indians,, good-looking.
D on’t return. This is not good land. It is old.
It is good for you to go. ’ ’
And on and on in the monotony of its repeti­
tion, while Father Jean arose and dressed to re­
enter the sacristy. He didn’t go to the door. 
He knew what was out there—Shoshone women 
. . . aged and withered . . . young and full­
breasted . . . Christian women, most of them, 
writhing and chanting in barbaric tradition,
their deerskin leggings torn at the knees, their 
hair cropped to their heads.
He paused at the sanctuary door, momentar­
ily nauseated by the earthy, human odor drift­
ing to his nostrils. But he drew back his slumped 
shoulders and entered the room.
The chant followed him, only slightly dimin­
ished by the closing door, but here in the pres­
ence of familiar holy objects, here in the still­
ness and dignity of Christian death, Father 
Jean’s mind was comforted.
Takes-the-Cross had remained in the sacristy 
and now the Jesuit knelt beside the Indian to 
say penitential psalms. Then he arose to touch 
holy oil to the stilled eyelids of the young woman. 
She was attractive, he thought, but she had no 
dress for her deliverance unto God. The religious 
medal about her neck and the rosary clasped 
within her lifeless hands seemed almost to con­
trast with knee-length leggings and a deerskin 
shirt, ornamented about the breast with porcu­
pine quill embroidery.
Mary, he had named her, after the Blessed 
Virgin, when she had first repeated the vows of 
the Church. Her Shoshone name he could no 
longer remember, but how godly it was to be 
buried as Mary.
Father Jean turned to the young brave and 
he sensed a grief he could not see.
“Come, Takes-the-Cross,” he said gently. 
“Your sister is ready for her journey to the 
Great Father. When the sun enters the sky we 
will hold the mass. Now we must go ready our­
selves. ’ ’
He left the sacristy, trailed by the young 
Shoshone.
Outside the chant swelled anew. The priest 
halted in the narrow hallway between the sacris­
ty and his one-room dwelling, his fingernails bit­
ing into the palms of his hands. On and on and 
on ... “You are going. A good land reach.”
‘ ‘ Tell your women to stop that senseless 
moaning,” he ordered Takes-the-Cross, standing 
beside him. Then, adding quickly, *1 Tell them I 
wish for quiet so that I may prepare for the 
mass. ’ ’
“I will tell them,” answered the young Sho­
shone, “but they will not understand Father
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Jean, anymore than I, Takes-the-Cross, under­
stand him. They speak to the spirit of D a’b 
Encotc as they have addressed many spirits since 
the snows departed.”
The Shoshone started for the door but stopped 
as Father Jean gently caught him by the sleeve.
“Just tell them that soon we will celebrate 
the mass,” he said with resignation as he turned 
to enter his room.
Alone, he knelt before a crucifix of his savior 
until the woes of a missionary and his mission 
and his people slipped from his consciousness. 
The anguished chant of the Shoshone women was 
lost to his ears; sleepless nights, bedside vigils 
and yawning graves were forgotten. Father Jean 
was many miles and ages away, suffering with 
his Lord on Calvary.
Then he felt the touch of a hand and Calvary 
vanished. Quivering with anger, he jumped to 
his feet and turned on the intruder, an aged In­
dian he did not recognize. The Indian wore the 
dress of the Shoshones and his gray hair flowed 
loosely over his shoulders. But he wore a cloak 
the Jesuit had not seen before. It was of ermine 
skin.
Without speaking, the aged Shoshone turned 
his back on the priest and walked to a far corner
of the room where he squatted beside three other 
Shoshone braves Father Jean had not noticed in 
his anger. Anger turned to perplexity as the 
Jesuit recognized the three as converts to Chris­
tianity, savages who had received the sacraments 
of the Church through, his mission. He waited 
for them to lay out their sticks, at first suppos­
ing them come to confession. Often the Sho­
shones came to him and laid out sticks of varying 
lengths and sizes to help them recall their sins. 
But the four Shoshones brought no sticks. And 
the leader, the old man with the ermine skin 
cloak, remained silent as he stared up at the 
priest, squinting through a half-closed eye. Final­
ly Father Jean asked:
* ‘ Why have you come ? ’ ’
The gray-haired Indian motioned for the 
Black Robe to sit. Then, slowly, he began to 
speak:
“Da’b Entcote is dead. Already the spirit of 
‘Little Sun’ has reached W olf’s house. Under 
the full moon I watched it rise as a cloud rises. 
Give to me the body of ‘ Little Sun. ’ I will bury 
it in the tradition of my people. ’ ’
“I cannot do that,” answered Father Jean, 
slowly rising to his feet. ‘ ‘ Mary must be buried 
as a Christian, in the traditions of the Apostolic 
Church. The Great White Father awaits her 
with outstretched hands. The traditions of your 
people are as nothing to the teachings of our 
Savior, and Mary will be accorded a Catholic 
funeral. Only as your people become Chris­
tianized can they hope to become civilized. And 
to remain uncivilized would mean the extinction 
of your people. I cannot grant your request.” 
Then turning to the three younger Shoshones, 
he demanded:
“Why have you come on such a mission? 
Tell me. You are Christian, just as Mary was a 
Christian. And yet, you come as heathens to 
bury Mary as a heathen. Why?”
The expressions on their broad, furrowed 
faces did not change and they did not answer. 
The Jesu it’s shoulders sank in a moment of 
futility. Then he said:
“Leave the mission, all of you. You with the 
squinting eye, do not return until you are pre­
pared to accept Christ as your savior. And you, 
Red-Cloud, Eagle-Feather and Swift-Water, do 
not return without repentance. The heart of the 
Savior hangs heavy about your necks. Go, I must 
prepare for the mass. ’ ’
Father Jean rang the mission bell and sang 
the Requiem Mass as he had so often since spring 
had come to this frontier region of hot summers
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and deep snows, of bountiful rivers and fruitless 
soils. As he sang the mass he looked out from 
the altar and counted bowed heads. Fewer and 
fewer Indians were coming to the mission to at­
tend the sacred rites of the Church and to re­
ceive its sacraments. He knew he had not sung 
the Requiem Mass that often. When the mass 
was ended he led the procession gathered for the 
last rites outdoors to bury Mary in the baked, 
weedy soil under the m ission’s spires. God had 
called another child of the Church, but Father 
Jean could not understand the ways of his God.
The procession departed — aged Shoshones, 
their faces wrinkled by tim e; young Shoshones, 
their faces hardened and seamed by the outdoors. 
But Father Jean remained, shuffling aimlessly 
between the rows of wooden crosses that tolled 
the plague, pausing here and kneeling there, 
counting the Christians called home.
He heard nothing save the low whine of the 
wind blowing into the basin that housed the tiny 
mission. But when finally he turned he was 
startled to see Takes-the-Cross standing just out­
side the cemetery plot. Behind the young Sho­
shone two small, gray mustangs shied as Father 
Jean approached, his robe flapping in the wind.
“This one is for you, Father Jean,” an­
nounced Takes-the-Cross, pulling one mustang 
forward with its reins. Da ’b Entcotc said it was 
to be yours. Your old horse breathes hard and 
cannot carry you to all my people who fall sick 
and die. Before Father Jean built his church 
these two, brother and sister, were given to ‘Lit­
tle Sun’ and Takes-the-Cross by our father. ‘Lit­
tle Sun’ no longer rides. So you ride, Father 
Jean.”
The priest ran a hand through the mustang’s 
mane, over her withers, then down her foreleg. 
The hide on the m are’s neck and shoulders 
quivered and she lurched.
“She does not know you,” the Indian sug­
gested. “Do not worry. She is a fine horse. 
Her mother serves my father well. Her brother 
serves me well. She served ‘ Little Sun ’ well. She 
will serve Black Robq well. ’ ’
‘ ‘ Then I must bless you, Takes-the-Cross . . . 
and seek the blessings of the Holy Virgin for 
‘Little Sun.’ Thank you, indeed. But before 
you go, Takes-the-Cross, I have something to 
ask you. I am troubled.”
Then to the young Indian the Jesuit re­
counted the early-morning intrusion of the aged 
Indian with the squinting eye. Takes-the-Cross 
listened intently, but moments passed before he 
answered.
“That was K u’bui . . . Squinting-Eye . . . 
Shoshone medicine-man. He has cared for my 
people since long before the Black Robe came. 
From many did he drive the ghost and to many 
did he return Poha, the wandering spirit. And 
many of my people still turn to him, for until 
the white man came to this land, my people did 
not fall with the plague. Now the Shoshones ask 
K u’bui to drive the evil from them. K u’bui tells 
them that Wolf is unhappy because my people 
no longer die as their fathers died. And because 
AVolf is unhappy, Ku ’bui will do nothing.
“If your horse did not breathe hard, Father 
Jean, you would know that more of my people 
have died with the plague than lie beneath the 
ground on which you stand.”
The Jesuit faced the wooden crosses and 
mumbled, “Thank you, Takes-the-Cross.” Then, 
silently, he took his shying mustang by the reins 
and walked to the mission.
That night Father Jean wrote to his bishop 
asking for guidance. When, or if, the letter 
would be delivered he did not know, but he found 
a little comfort in the very expression of his 
problems. When he finished he read the letter 
over.
He smiled where he had recounted little in­
cidents from the bishop’s visit to the mission only 
the past summer, but the smile vanished where 
he had written of the bishop’s words of caution. 
Father Jean thought often of their informal 
chats around flickering candles, but now his 
thoughts turned to a particular discussion.
He had tediously prepared a frontier dinner 
for his bishop and the two of them had later 
donned old cassocks to sit beside a little fire and 
recall their curate days in Brittany, where both 
had first felt the fire of religious devotion, 
though at times apart. The thirty years differ­
ence in their ages and experiences had seemingly 
disappeared as they found companionship on a 
frontier where time had just begun to move.
“You have done a good job,” his balding, 
ruddy-faced bishop had said. “I was gratified 
this morning to see these Indians come hurrying 
to the mission at the first tolling of the bell. ’ ’
“And these are not fair-weather Christians, 
either, my bishop,” Father Jean had insisted. 
‘ ‘ Certainly you would be much more impressed 
were you here during the winter months. Takes- 
the-Cross is a fine example of their religious de­
votion. Through snow or slush he comes to the 
mission and Christianity. Yet, I feel that my 
task has not been an easy one and, I must confess, 
at first it seemed hopeless. These Shoshones were
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steeped in moral and material barbarism and to 
teach them new ways seemed a task comparable 
to straightening a crooked river.
“But I did not lose faith, my bishop. For 
we know God fashioned Christianity for all peo­
ples of all ages. You have fulfilled many of your 
dreams as a curate, which, as you say, is the best 
thing in life. And, even though I am still young, 
1 have already fulfilled many of my dreams. 
With my own hands I have built a mission of the 
Church in a wilderness and in one year I have, 
with the aid of the Blessed Virgin, Christianized 
the savages.
“But I have one question, my bishop,” Fa­
ther Jean had continued. “Perhaps I confess 
indolence, but what can you tell me of the former 
religious practices of these Indians ? The matter 
may be trivial, but it is, nonetheless, troublesome 
to me.”
The older man had stared intently at Father 
Jean.
“Trivial it is not—though we fervently pray 
it will not continue to exist—and it may become 
much more troublesome. Yet I can tell you little.
“Like many of the ancients, the Shoshones 
have an hierarchy of gods. Wolf is the father of 
the Indians, or at least of the Shoshones. Coyote, 
W olf’s brother, roughly corresponds to Satan. 
Poha, to the Shoshones, is the spirit of life. 
When it ebbs away, the Shoshone dies. We might 
compare it to the Holy Ghost. I am sorry T know 
little more. ”
“But what of Toy a Numbi—the little man 
of the mountains?” Father Jean had pursued.
“Of him I know nothing,” the bishop had 
answered. “In fact, I am surprised you know 
of his existence in the savage mind, for only once 
liave I heard the name spoken. This is but a 
guess, but he could correspond to our Savior—at 
least he was supposed to have had the power to 
cure.
“Now let me relate to you, Father Jean, a 
myth told to me when I first visited the Sho­
shones with tidings from the Great White Father. 
Its telling can serve only as an insight into the 
barbaric religion of these Indians, which, let me 
warn you, can be deceptively flexible and encom­
passing. Do you wish to hear the tale ? ’ ’
“Most assuredly, my bishop,” Father Jean 
had urged.
“Well, Iron-Man, father of white people, 
lived on water, while Wolf, father of the Indians, 
lived underground. One day Wolf sent his son 
to visit Iron-Man, his friend. Iron-Man shook 
hands with W olf’s son and told him to send Wolf
to see him. But Iron-Man locked his house and 
sat inside.
“Wolf started across the water and when he 
came near Iron-Man's house, it began to shake.
The house was locked so Wolf entered on a 
breath of air.
“ ‘You have come to the house of your 
friend,’ Iron-Man said, as he dragged out his 
long pipe. He filled his pipe with tobacco and 
gave it to Wolf, who smoked up all the tobacco. 
Then Wolf took his little pipe from a quiver and 
gave it to Iron-Man. But Iron-Man could not 
smoke up all the tobacco. He filled the house 
with so much smoke that he began to vomit and 
he vomitted so hard he died.”
“Did you believe it, father?” Father Jean 
had chuckled. “But seriously, you have made 
me more keenly aware of the problem which con­
fronted me when I first arrived here, my 
bishop. ’ ’
“Confronted, father?” the bishop had asked, 
his brows arching.
“Why, yes, my bishop.” Father Jean had 
not understood. “I sincerely believe these In-
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dians ai*e devout Christians—worthy Catholics. 
Do you doubt, my bishop ? I ’
As he sealed the letter, Father Jean real­
ized the bishop had doubted.
* # # # #
In the following weeks the plague continued 
to take its toll. The priest kept many lonely bed­
side vigils and sang the Requiem Mass again and 
again, and watched the neat rows of wooden 
crosses become disorganized. But he knew that 
wooden crosses did not mark the graves of all 
his Christian converts stricken with the plague. 
In clefts of rock, in crevices, at the bottom of 
ravines—Shoshone Christians were to be found 
there, too. And some were to be found in the 
black ashes of their lodges, all following the 
Shoshone traditions tol dby K u’bui.
But as the tumbleweeds were blown against 
the m ission’s walls and the first snows fell on its 
spires, Father Jean felt a surge of renewed faith. 
The plague had subsided and, while the young 
Jesuit said the masses, he counted many familiar 
Shoshones once again kneeling in the sanctuary. 
Gone were the benumbing worries of the summer 
as he led Red-Cloud, Eagle-Feather and Swift- 
Water to the Lady Chapel, as he heard their con­
fessions, as he put his hands upon their heads 
and blessed them. And there were new faces, for 
whom Father Jean dug out medals, crosses, 
rosaries and colored pictures. But though his 
eyes eagerly sought and his lips fervently 
prayed, the face of K u’bui was not among them. 
But then, he had not really expected it to be 
there.
He remained at the altar watching his mocas­
sin-clad parishioners file from the sanctuary. He 
noted casually that they had already stuffed 
their mocassins with sagebrush for protection 
against the snow beginning to lie on the ground. 
But Father Jean was disturbed. Takes-the-Cross 
had not attended Mass this Sunday, nor the Sun­
day before. Of all his converts, Father Jean 
knew the young brave to be the most devout and 
the most dependable. Takes-the-Cross had missed 
one Sunday—then only when the snows were the 
deepest—but never two.
Swift-Water was last in file. As the Indian 
loitered against the plain, bulky mission door 
waiting for his woman to bring his horse around, 
Father Jean stepped from the altar and called 
to him :
‘ ‘ Takes-the-Cross did not come to the mission 
again today. Have you seen him, Swift-Water? 
Is he ill?”
The Indian gathered his robe tighter about his 
thick shoulders and lean waist.
“I have not seen him,” he grunted, turning 
his back on the Jesuit and slipping from the 
mission.
Father Jean paced to the door and watched 
Swift-Water and his wife ride away until they 
vanished as gray specks into the gray morning. 
Then he quickly donned an old riding cassock 
and hurried to the lean-to beside the mission, 
where he wrestled a saddle onto his balking horse.
Once he passed the scattered Shoshone lodges 
and climbed out of the mission basin, Father 
Jean reined to a halt. He found it difficult to 
travel over a terrain where each knoll appeared 
identical to that just passed and to the one be­
yond. Each was cut by ravines, each was eroded 
and almost barren. Even the isolated trees that 
topped the knolls were alike— fat at the butt, dis­
figured by the wind, and no taller than a horse 
and rider.
Finally he dropped the reins and let the mus­
tang have its head. It couldn’t be more confused 
than he and perhaps it had traveled to the lodge 
of Takes-the-Cross sufficient times to again pick
A Candle Afloat in 
a Paper Boat
by Barbara Knight 
A candle afloat 
in a paper boat 
Sailed out on a sea 
of doubt.
The captain had no soul.
He caught a course 
to the holy stars 
He steered the ship 
to the moon.
He passed Red Mars 
and a thousand bars 
of light.
He listened a singless tune.
But still he found no soul.
The candle burned 
the little boat turned 
With a chug and sputter 
of ash.
It disappeared 
And the sea is cleared 
in the night, the light, and 
the Moon.
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its way. As the horse cut from one knoll to an­
other, skirting one, breasting the next, the blue 
clustered pines on the hills ahead began to 
emerge as individual greens. Soon the Jesuit 
spotted the little clearing against the base of 
the hill where T'akes-tlie-Cross had built his 
lodge and, grasping the reins, he whipped his 
horse to the clearing.
Dismounting in front of a brush wickiup, 
he stooped to peer through the only opening in­
to the lodge. Suddenly he cried aloud and scram­
bled through the opening on his hands and knees. 
Takes-the-Cross was lying on a sagebrush bed, 
his chest heaving, his face streaked with sweat 
and smeared with dirt. He was sick with the 
plague, but he was alive.
“Thank God,” Father Jean murmured, 
tucking a buffalo-skin covering tighter about 
the gaunt body of the young Indian. But then 
he sat upright as his eyes shifted to a small 
leather pouch hanging round the Indian’s neck.
“Roots,” the Jesuit discovered, dumping 
the pouch and turning its contents in his hand. 
Angrily he hurled them to the ground and tore 
the pouch away. Takes-the-Cross was already 
being cared for by K u’bui, the medicine man.
Gentleness forgotten in his anger, Father 
Jean thrust his arms under the frail, limp body 
of Takes-the-Cross and drug it from the lodge. 
Then he lifted the Indian to his chest and strug­
gled to his feet.
“Let me stay, Father Jean.”
The Jesuit stopped and looked down. The 
voice was weak, but it was saying: “Let me 
stay, Father Jean.”
Father Jean cried harshly, “No, Takes-the- 
Cross, 1 ’m going to care for you, ’ ’ and hurried 
to his horse as anger, futility and a warning by 
his bishop collided in his mind. He lifted the In­
dian into the saddle and swung on behind. The 
stricken brave fell back against the Jesuit and, 
with one hand urging the burdened mustang, 
the other supporting the limp body of Takes- 
the-Cross, Father Jean began the long and tir­
ing return to the mission.
Through much of the night he knelt on the 
mission floor, fervently seeking the intervention 
of the Blessed Lady on behalf of the Indian be­
side him, his mission, and himself. The last he 
tried to shut from his mind, but) it kept creep­
ing in like a chant sifting through log walls. Im­
ages flashed before him—an image of a young 
Indian squatting beside his dead sister, of a 
young Indian standing at the edge of a cemetery, 
°f a young Indian lying in his lodge with pouch
about his neck. And in his mind a question 
churned—why? why? why?
Once during the night Takes-the-Cross open­
ed his eyes and spoke. The words came in a whis­
per and Father Jean’s straining ear almost 
brushed the Indian’s lips before the whisper was 
audible:
“Send for K u’bui, Father.”
T'he Jesuit swayed to his feet, his knees 
cramped, his back aching, and aimlessly circled 
the room. He stood by the door, then pulled it 
open. Shivering in the night air, he stared at 
the heavens and the faintly flickering stars. 
The stars were cold and impersonal and distant, 
so unlike the heavens he had known as a curate. 
Was the Lord so distant... so impersonal?
In France He had been so near; here He 
seemed almost beyond the stars. The Shoshones 
could find the Wolf, the Bear and the Eagle 
in the heavens, but he could not see his God 
and Father Jean wondered if Jehovah had 
heard his prayers for Takes-the-Cross.
The Jesuit watched as star after star van­
ished, while gray was smeared across the fringes 
of the black canopy which covered the basin. 
Slowly, distant hills in the east were projected 
against the sky and God seemed to descend near­
er the mission. Then Father Jean closed the 
door and returned to the bedside of Takes-the- 
Cross. As he bathed the young Shoshone’s fev­
ered forehead, he was startled by a noise from 
across the room. And turning to the doorway 
which opened into the rear of the sanctuary, he 
saw K u’bui.
Father Jean hurried across the room, pushed 
the Indian aside and yanked the door closed be­
hind him.
“Again you visit the Church of our Sa­
vior,” he addressed the aged Indian. “When 
last you came, I asked you not to return until 
you were ready to accept Christ. And I judge 
that you are not. But I will listen to what you 
have to say.”
K u’bu i’s expression did not change as he 
spoke softly :
“Many times have the salmon returned since 
the little man gave me the power to cure. From 
many of my people have I driven the ghost and 
made them well. For many have I returned 
Poha and let them live. Now the ghost has en­
tered Takes-the-Cross. Black Robe has taken 
Takes-the-Cross from me. He will die. Beneath 
the snow about this place lie many of my people. 
Now I come to Black Robe for Takes-the-Cross, 
that he may live.”'
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The priest’s face flushed with anger and his 
voice quavered:
“For months T have treated these people. 
And it is only because I have done so, with the 
blessings of the Holy Mother, that all of your 
people do not lie beneath the snow. I took 
Takes-the-Cross from you because I want him 
to live. No, you may not . . .”
The priest abruptly broke off as the Indian 
turned his back and walked to the outer door­
way. K u’bui had heard nothing, Father Jean 
realized as he watched him standing in the open 
doorway, peering intently into the pale blue sky. 
Then K u’bui turned to confront him.
“Already it is too late, Black Robe,” he an­
nounced. “The spirit of Takes-the-Cross rises 
as a. cloud. Takes-the-Cross is dead.”
Father Jean looked into the sky and saw only 
blue. He was annoyed that he had even bother­
ed to look, blit he turned toward the sanctuary. 
Before opening the door, he glanced behind him. 
K u’bui had gone. Father Jean hurried to 
Takes-the-Cross and. desperately, pressed his 
fingers to the Indian’s wrist, searching for life. 
There was none.
Father Jean’s vision blurred and he crump­
led to the rough, knotty floor. But devotion 
commanded him to arise—devotion to his Church 
and his God—and with a trembling hand he lit 
the candles above the altar and repeated, once 
again, penitential psalms.
From behind him a woman’s guttural voice 
called, “Father Jean! The plague has entered 
the lodge of Swift-Water!” The Jesuit turned 
toward the woman, and started to rise; then he 
glanced back at the lifeless body of Takes-the- 
Cross. He would have to go with the woman, 
but why did she have to come just now? Why 
couldn’t he be at peace to mourn the loss of his 
friend? Was death so unimportant as to pass 
unnoticed, unmourned, in the continuing strug­
gle for existence? Why couldn’t the woman 
have waited?
Father Jean saddled his horse and rode with 
the woman. Swift-Water’s lodge was in the bas­
in, not more than two miles from the mission, 
but it would be afternooon before the Jesuit 
could return from the lodge, traveling, as he was, 
with his horse walking abreast of the Indian wo­
man ’s.
“We must hurry,” he urged.
“My horse is too tired to run,” she answer­
ed, dropping behind.
“Then I must hurry on alone,” he said, jab­
bing his heels into the mustang’s flanks. The
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woman slapped her horse and galloped beside 
the Jesuit to the lodge.
Swift-Water’s small son was playing with 1 
sticks outside the lodge when Father Jean arriv- | 
ed and called the boy to him.
“Your son has only winter fever—a cold,” 
he said, blessing the boy and turning to the 
mother. “You have four children and all of J 
them have had winter fever. Yet did you run to 
Ku’bui for help each time one of them sneezed? ] 
Where is your husband, Swift-Water?”
“I do not know, Father Jean,” she answered, j 
The Jesuit studied her thin, wrinkled face ] 
and then stalked from the lodge to his horse. 
He was angry at the woman for calling him from ] 
the mission and he was anxious to return, ne 
kicked his horse into a run.
Reaching the mission, he tossed his outer j 
robe aside, and ran into the sanctuary. The bed 
was there; the body lvas gone. Father Jean im­
mediately left the room, grabbed his patched, 
thread-bare riding robe, and ran to his horse. 
He was not surprised that the body had been 
taken from the mission—nothing about the In­
dian could surprise him any longer—but he was 
angry, angry at hypocrites, angry at the squint- 
eyed medicine man who was making a mockery 
of the Church.
He followed a trail broken through crusted 
snow, a trail that headed toward the distant hills 
and the lodge of Takes-the-Cross. As he climbed 
out of the basin, a stinging wind cut through his 
garments. The mustang swung her rump into 
the wind, but Father Jean lashed with his heels 
and the horse moved on, its frost-whitened muz­
zle brushing frozen drifts.
The cold numbed the Jesu it’s anger and 
once again he asked, why? He could find no 
answer. He sifted and strained the words of his 
bishop, searching desperately. How could these 
Indians hold a rosary in one hand and a magic 
pouch in the other? In reality, was Wolf Jeho­
vah, Coyote Satan, and Toya Numbi the Savior? 
IIow else could they be so easily shuffled back j 
and forth in the minds of these people? But, 
if so, why were they so eager to view the cruci­
fix, to attend Mass and receive the Sacraments, 
to sit in confession ? N o! N o! That was not the 
answer. These people had been savages and he j 
was an emissary of the Apostolic Church. He 
must never forget that.
“Deceptively flexible and encompassing”
—those were the words of his bishop, the only 
rock in the fine sands sifting in Father Jean’s 
mind. The young Jesuit grasped his crucifix.
prayed to the Blessed Lady, and called for his 
Good Angel.
Suddenly he looked up. Fire was leaping 
in a cluster of dwarfed pine growing just ahead. 
Father Jean cried out in dismay and kicked his 
horse into a plunging run. Ku’bui had already 
lit the funeral fire.
At the fringe of the pine grove, the Jesuit 
sprang to the ground and hastened through un­
derbrush toward the fire burning in the small 
clearing. Crusted snow broke with his weight 
and he fell; snow-covered brush grabbed his 
feet and garments and he stumbled. Above the 
fire and wind a chant throbbed to his ears!
“You are going. A good land reach.
All Indians see, good Indians, good-looking.
Don’t return. This is not good land. It is 
old.
It is good for you to go.”
He struggled to find footing.
“Stay where you have fallen, Father Jean.”
The Jesuit bolted upright and swept the snow 
from his brows and lashes. Red-Cloud, Eagle- 
Feather, Spear-Fish and . . . Swift Water . . . 
they stood before him, their faces austere and 
strange to him. He had been deceived by these 
Indians whom he had taught to kneel at the Lady 
Chapel and x-ecite, “() Holy Mary, Queen of Vii'- 
gins,” and now he was to be an outcast from 
the last rites of Takes-the-Cross.
On his knees he sought the intervention of 
the Holy Mother. In one of the twisted pines 
he pictured a cross with the Savior stx*etched 
upon its Crossarms and, as he recalled the suf­
fering of his Lord, his calm xvas restored.
Then he watched the fire burn to ashes and, 
as the chanting ceased, Father Jean felt a 
strange quiet. Only the wind scraping and rus­
tling the trees bi’oke the stillness of the night. 
The rite had ended and the Jesuit tixrned his 
eyes from the ashes smouldering in the clear­
ing. Beside him, his silhouette outlined against 
the moon slipping through the clouds, stood the 
bent figure of Ku’bui, his arms folded against 
his chest, his head ei'eet. Father Jean rose to 
his feet.
“Perhaps the Blessed Virgin, in her mer­
cy, can foi’give you, K u’bui, for what you have 
done, but I cannot. You have made a mockery 
of the Church and of the Great White Father.”
Ku’bui’s face was lost to the Jesuit in the 
darkness, but his answer was clear and unbrok­
en.
“Long before Black Robe bi’ouglit his med­
als Shoshone chiefs sat in judgment. And my
people were good people. Long before Black 
Robe, I, K u’bui, went to the mountains and the 
little man for my medicine. And my people 
gathei’ed for the hunt and the feast. Then Black 
Robe came with medals and beads and told of
a place whei*e the winds do not blow, where ber­
ries grow on every bush, where hunters are not 
hunted. And my people listened to Black Robe. 
But Black Robe spoke only of White Man’s 
Father and Wolf, father of the Shoshone, was 
very sad.
“Coyote came with white men and Black 
Robe dug holes for my people. Wolf was very 
sad and I, K u’bui, was sad for Wolf and for 
my people. Now come, Black Robe.”
The aged Indian disappeared in the pines 
and the four Shoshone braves followed. Fath­
er Jean slowly stepped to the edge of the grove 
where he stopped and waited as the old Indian 
came dpwn off a nearby knoll, leading two small 
mustangs, one saddled, one not.
“Here, Black Robe, is your horse,’’ the In­
dian said, handing Father Jean the reins of the
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saddled mustang. ■ f She scraped through the 
snow for food with her mother. My horse is 
old, Black Robe, yours is young. Yet my horse 
found food where yours could not. Yours will 
run when mine cannot rise. But race tonight, 
through the trees, up the hills, across the rivers, 
and which would win? The strap about your 
horse’s neck is, beaded . . .  it pleases many eyes 
. . . but it does not make your horse run faster.
“Now, go, Black Robe. K u’bui mourns for 
his son. But when the snow leaves this ground 
and the sun shines so that you can see the trail,
maybe our horses will meet in the valley. There, 
together, perhaps they can find the green 
grass.”
Father Jean took his horse and led it around | 
the thicket. As he walked, his eyes searched the i 
heavens and the distant stars, stars lonely and l| 
aloof in a cold, black vault. Suddenly he halt- \ 
ed. For an instant, but only an instant, his .1 
eyes had outlined Wolf in the star patterns. \ 
Then Father Jean stepped to the side of his ij 
horse and swung into the saddle. Tomorrow 
God would be nearer the mission.
Walk Away
by Barbara Knight
“Hey, it’s like the ocean.”
“Yeah?”
“Sure, like the Pacific where I went, swim­
ming once, when I was a kid.”
“How can it be, it’s land and sage brush, 
and tumbleweeds ? ’ ’
“But it is, just the wind and the clouds are 
the same. See those clouds scudding across the 
sky, like ships. They had regattas and these 
little sail boats went out like that. The w ater’s 
blue and the sky’s so clear, with clouds.”
The red boat bobbed on the water, the deck 
was hot on bare feet and brown bodies and col­
ored cloth basked everywhere. Put out the sails, 
he thought, put out the sails and le t’s go. The 
sense of exhilaration made him swell his chest 
and he scanned the sea eagerly.
“There’s no use to go out now, the calm’s 
too steady.” He said it slowly, not even looking 
up, not really caring enough to look up. He 
sat in blazing white shorts and sun bleached 
copper hair, working with ropes. What the hell 
do you know, you dud. He kicked the canvas 
bucket on the pier and the landlocked sailor 
glared at him.
Jason shrugged, looking at him, then to the 
landscape, he said, “Well, I don’t see it. The 
ocean’s too d iffei’ent from this,” sweeping the 
whole humpy land with gesture, the same “so 
what” dismissal riding in back of it.
Stark nodded, withdrawing, “Yeah, maybe 
you’re right; it just seemed like it for a minute; 
besides it’s gonna rain.”
The first big drops puckered up the dust on 
the shoulder and smacked on the black road, 
raising a green scent off the dusty sage and 
cheat grass in the fields. They ran yelling and
dodging for a clump of trees by the road, down 
in a little sandy stream bed.
“Boy, 1 hope it don’t keep up long; w e’ll 
get awful wet plus losing any cars that might 
go by now.”
“Ha! We haven’t seen one since noon, on 
that county road way off. W e’re not likely to 
see one now.”
Stark dug in his shirt pocket and found the 
cigarettes and passed them to Jason.
“Thanks, now be a boy scout and find a 
light.”
Stark fished again, coming up with a match­
book, and they sucked on the cigarettes, watch­
ing the rain, bored and waiting. The rain came 
steady andBiard. not penetrating much in the 
close-together trees. But the chill was on the 
air now and their patch of sky seemed to be de-
tached from the rest. It fell apart in grey 
streams of rain. The dirt was caught and car- 
[ ried away in rivulets and the new gullies made 
[ the land harsher than before, except where the 
sagebrush grew. Here the plants were dusted 
[ off and freshened and the buttes and hills look­
ed real green instead of their usual dusky grey 
| green.
“Iley, Jason, what’re you going home for 
anyhow ? ’ ’ Stark said above the rain-beat, rais­
ing his voice.
“Me, boy, I ’m startin’ in the old man’s bus- 
[ iness, a garage. I figure to work a year maybe 
then go to some body school and take over. He 
wants a vacation; he and my mom haven’t been 
away for a long tim e: they kinda want to take 
f a tour, especially in Mexico. How about you?”
, Stark shook his head, - ‘ I don’t know; no­
where else to go I guess, right now anyhow. I t’s 
as good as any other place for awhile. You 
sound like you got a good deal though.”
Jason grinned and his blue eyes had a far 
look; his vacant homely face was crowned with 
\ a cap of curly hair. He looks like the pride of 
his daddy’s eye, Stark thought. And you, you 
so and so, what’ll you do in Pireus besides get 
drunk and in trouble. He wrinkled his forehead 
and cradled his head in his hands, gazing at the 
hiss of rain in the leaves. The navy d idn’t do 
you much good, that’s for sure. He dug his 
shoe toe in a heap of dead stuff, leaves and 
twigs and flipped it up with his foot. It sprink­
led Jason. lie  turned slightly from his squat- 
• ting position and chanted sing song “No cars, 
no cars, no cars,” in a monotone. The rain al­
most ceased, just the dripping trees remember­
ing the storm. The road was snaky in the still 
dark day, black and glistening w et; it rolled be­
tween two sage covered humps to disappear.
“This’s the damnedest longest fifty miles I 
ever saw,” Stark muttered, shifting to a sit­
ting position.
“Yeah, but I can’t figure the lack of cars. 
The season’s not so bad but that there’d be some 
: ai°ng here. My God, only fifty miles between 
towns and not even a house except so far off 
the road it’d be no nse walking to ’em.” Jason 
regarded the scene morosely, his chin sinking 
into his crossed arms.
| Stark stood up, stretching, feeling his blue 
I denim shirt and pants, shivering at the damp- 
I ness now that a slight wind had been kicked up 
I by the rain. Jason still wore his uniform ; ear- 
I ly, with the sun out, he’d really been suffering,
I but now he probably felt pretty good unless he
was very wet. Yeah, he smelled the damp wool, 
like a d og’s hair; well, anybody dumb enough 
not to shuck that thing right away deserved to 
be uncomfortable. Y ou’re not so smart yourself, 
you ass; anybody that loses all his dough on 
dnnkin’ parties is a low one in my book.
Jason motioned him to come on and they 
headed toward the road. With the rain gone, 
the clouds still hovered, making night come down 
quicker and coming almost from the trees they’d 
le ft; a bird began to call in the twilight.
“Kind of late for a bird to be out, isn’t it?” 
Stark half turned to listen.
“Yeah. But it’s a meadow lark; they some­
times call after dark and real early in the morn­
ing. I used to go to work at five, meadow 
larks’d really be goin’ to town, even that early. 
That was n ice; I mean to be up with the sunrise 
and hear the birds.”
Stark hooked his hands in his pockets and 
watched the red-grey sky recede on the horizon. 
We must be fifteen, twenty even, maybe half­
way there. We come a long ways since that 
county road at noon. There should be cars 
tonight, going to shows, dances, and stuff. I t’s 
Saturday. Only fifty miles and not a car unless 
we missed some. What a pair of smart guys, 
startin’ out like lunkheads in one, big hurry 
to get home.
“Got another smoke?” Jason stopped, indis­
tinct in the fading light. He found the pack 
and lit them up. The smoke tasted good but he 
was hungry now.
“Wish I had a big, fat hamburger,” he sigh­
ed and the other one grinned somewhere in the 
dark.
“With pickles and mustard.”
“And tomatoes an’— ”
“Ok, ok, take it easy, if we ever again see a 
house on this damn road maybe we can get some­
thing. ”
“Probably a seat full of buckshot. I f the 
traffic’s this scarce all the time, strangers must 
be mighty rare. Some state road! ’ ’
Through the dark, the cut of the road was 
swallowed by the high banks of raw earth. A 
few scattered stars showed through the clouds 
and a quarter moon slipped through sometimes 
but not enough to do much good. I ’d like to 
be in town, just standing on a corner lookin’ at 
the dolls. Or pulling up to table with a big 
steak on it.
The meadow lark stirred against the quiet 
beyond their movement over the road. Crazy 
bird, didn’t even know when to quit singing.
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He listened, lulled by the notes and other birds.
The sun slid in between the few puffy clouds 
still hovering in a bleached-out sky. He stirred 
in bed, smelling the fresh morning, rising out 
of his pillow smashed into a lump. The meadow 
larks were calling outside the window. He lay 
back, listening. The morning breeze flowed 
over him. He pulled the covers up around his 
neck, listening till his eyes closed again.
He could remember the pale cries of the gulls 
over the beach. lie  shifted the rifle to his left 
shoulder, lifting his arm, easing the strap stress 
and began the patrol again, stumbling in the 
sand, numb because of the grey sea and sky and 
the gulls flapping over themselves, shaking and 
dipping, lie  stopped, tired, he rubbed the back 
of his glove across his drawn eyes and just stood, 
watching them pivot about in air.
He laid the piece of bread on the brace and 
the gull looked at him with bright glistening 
eyes, head cocked to the left, sensing that the 
black plastic and metal of the camera might be 
alarming in some way. The b ird’s black and 
white feathers puffed and quivered while he 
pecked toward the bread and Stark tripped the 
button, lie  lowered the camera and the gull 
thrust out its head, snatching the bread, and 
flew off the brace, darting into the sun.
Stark patted the camera triumphantly; they 
all said it was awfully good for a seven year 
old. The picture stayed in the album for a long 
time. Beside the one, on the same trip, where 
he’d been squatting on the beach squinting into 
the camera with sand castles a mass of lumps 
in the foreground. Until the day, in adolesence 
when he’d decided to collect all his belongings, 
everything he owned, or had been given, or for 
that matter, had even used almost exclusively, 
into his own room. He took all the pictures of 
himself out of the book, and his old report cards 
from the boxes and trunks, even his diploma. 
Then somehow, in time, everything got scatter­
ed again. He tried a few more times to classify 
and gather all his stuff but he lost interest and 
somehow the cards, and pictures got away. His 
mother was mad but what the hell, it was just 
junk anyhow.
Jason touched his arm and he stopped, tensed, 
then relaxed when he saw he was only offering 
him a piece of gum. He took it, dropping the 
paper by the side of the road and chewed auto­
matically. Jason started talking about home 
and the girls and the things that happened in 
high school. He didn’t listen, just walked grunt­
ing uh huh at intervals because he wasn’t in­
terested but polite and all the time thinking 
about what a dull mess life was and how he’d 
been dumb enough to get into a stupid set up 
like this.
“Man, the last game was the one, when we 
played for state, geez, ’ ’ Jason’s enthusiasm prob­
ed his tightness. “They had a riot practically, 
an’ I hadda go leave the gym before it started!” 
His disgust caused him to smack his fist into his 
open palm.
Stark remembered how it used to be, high 
school and the games, the game; their gym was 
packed, body tight, so many people crammed in 
he didn’t think he’d ever leave his seat until the 
whole place rose screaming and he along with 
them, beating his hands, shredding the pro­
gram. He got the sinking feeling when he knew 
again they couldn’t win. The big hollow of dis­
appointment after the slow thread of spectators 
filed out and his big clumsy school boy boots 
stomping extra hard over the bleachers just 
wanting to get out and away.
He turned. “Yeah, I— ” but Jason had 
bounded off on something else. He turned back, 
silent again. Jason talked and he shoved his 
hands in his pockets, not listening, hoping for a 
ear.
He suddenly interrupted him, anything to 
break the monotony of walking and Jason’s con­
stant yak, yak. “Hey, le t’s knock it off and 
rest for awhile, huh, maybe have another 
smoke?” He turned off the road and plunged 
into the ditch, grabbed a swatch of weeds and 
grass, pulling himself out, and sat down on a 
slight rise, followed by Jason, panting a little 
from trying to talk and climb at the same time. 
Jason’s talk petered out, they sat smoking, quiet 
in the dark, stirring some because of the still 
damp ground and the bi’eeze smelling like cooler, 
higher land.
The lights beamed through the dark from a 
bend far along the road, sometimes together, 
more often just one as the vehicle swung around 
a curve and was partially cut off by a high em­
bankment.
“Hey!” Jason stood up with a jerk, increas­
ing Stark’s excitement for an instant. ‘ ‘ A car! ’ ’
“Yeah,” Stark said, the tautness releasing 
him to limpness. “Only, look, it’s going Avhere 
we been.”
He suddenly felt real low like he did when 
something happened too quick. He began to 
ache with walking and no sleep. His hands 
lay limp in his lap. Jason stood watching then
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sighed, he slumped down again and grabbed his 
knees, “Hell,” he said, “hell with it.”
The truck, a big one, cattle maybe, sent vi­
brations from the highway. They should of
hooked it back to town and begun again, but 
halfway there, maybe they’d hit one yet or a 
house or someplace to sleep. All the way from 
the Wyoming border, even riding, they’d only 
covered enough territory to put them in the 
worst stretch of godforsaken Montana prairie. 
What a place to run out of luck and rides! Just 
to hit Jason’s town.
He drifted into a half doze, leaning back on 
the ground until Jason stretched, yawning, and 
said, “Let’s go.”
They’d only been back on the road about 
thirty minutes when they sensed the car, not 
heard it exactly but knew it was coming, follow­
ing. At first Jason was excited, hitting Stark 
on the back, laughing, saying they’d be home 
before they knew it but then he began to worry 
about whether the ear would see them or not.
“Suppose he misses us, man what a blow, 
all this time an’ then flub it.”
Stark prodded on ahead, feeling tense again, 
wanting it to be over, to be in the car or even 
more to be in a
thinking it would never stop, the walking.
The headlights hit them in the back, cast­
ing odd, deformed shadows in front of them and 
making these shadows jump up and down, wav­
ering.
lie  instinctively drifted to the right, almost 
on the shoulder, half turning from the road. 
Jason stood parallel, his white cap waving in 
his hand, feet apart. Stark turned around, 
watching; he saw the speed of the car, a big 
one, bulking in the far right lane, coming. He 
turned back again; it wasn’t going to stop. He 
heard Jason yell, disappointed, and then the 
screech and shudder of brakes. The impact 
seemed to hold in the air a minute, suspended, 
till the car swerved off in the night. It hit the 
opposite shoulder, gunning, and lanced forth 
again, still gaining speed. He jerked around 
mouthing “look out” too late now, hearing the 
car going. He stood trembling, looking at Jason.
He lay stretched across the left hand should­
er. The moon shimmered through a pile of 
clouds; he saw the white cap further on, across 
the road. Jason was face up, looking at the 
moon and its clouds, except he didn’t see it now. 
Stark walked over and knelt beside him. He 
tried for a pulse or heartbeat and shook, too 
cold to think. He stood up and walked over to 
the cap and picked it up to take it back to Ja­
son. He held it, finally laying it by Jason’s 
chest. lie  stooped, hesitated and then began to 
tug, his hands under Jason’s shoulders, moving 
him off the road, into the sage covered land.
When he’d laid him by the road and smoked 
he knew how it was for sure. No cars, no 
chance of anybody coming by and no houses 
close, at least twenty or maybe fifteen miles any­
how before he’d hit toAvn. He rubbed his hand 
through his hair. He tried to decide but he was 
too cold, too tired. He laid his head on his arms 
and cursed softly to himself, everything he’d 
e\rer knoAvn.
When he Avoke up, liis neck and back ached 
dully and his mouth Avas stale. I ’m getting a 
cold, he thought. He moÂ ed his head, Avincing at 
the ache. He stretched out his arms trying to 
uncramp them. He spotted his watch; lie wound 
it, looking at it several times before the time 
scored, 3:35.
“Two more hours and I ’ll be through,” he 
said dully. He thought about hoAv many times 
he’d said that, at Avork in the afternoon on a 
sIoav, grey day. Even in school and standing 
guard, only tAvo more hours. For a second, he
town, but he went on Avalking, was glad he Avas alone; just a slight feeling of
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relief ebbed in, it evaporated when he turned 
to stare at the body. He looked away towards 
the east, waiting for the sun.
Almost before the first light, the meadow 
larks began their clamor, waking up the whole 
prairie including Stark. They started their 
sound coming toward him from the east, relay­
ing onto the westernmost birds their morning 
song.
He stood up, stiffly, almost falling at first, 
moving to try to get some warmth back. He 
watched the white transparency change in pink 
and gold and the morning smell lift off the 
ground. The sun, when it splayed him with 
thin light-bands, felt good.
He moved around, kicking the sagebrush, 
restless and uncertain. He came back beside 
Jason. The time pressed down. He looked 
at Jason sighing, then turned and sighted down 
the road. The distance and the sun caused pools 
of water to waver on the black length of it. He 
pulled away, back to Jason. He knelt beside 
the body and felt in his breast pocket and his 
back pocket, extracting Jason’s billfold and 
comb. He slipped the comb back in the blouse 
pocket and weighed the wallet in his hand before 
going back to the rise of ground where he’d been 
before.
The billfold was worn and the zipper broken 
with some of the metal nicks missing but he 
worked it loose and opened it, spread out in his 
hands. If I look at it slow, it’ll last longer and 
use up some time. He fingered the bills, not 
over five bucks, and counted the coins in an­
other compartment. Not even five bucks, he 
corrected himself and slid the money back. The 
identification card labeled him as Jason; he 
eould be a million other guys. He could have 
been.
The first card holder contained a picture of 
a girl. She was cute with blonde hair and nice, 
even teeth showing in a smile. He flipped it 
over; the guy had a regular gallery. Two more 
girls grinned out of the smudged plastic, another 
blonde and a dark-haired one wearing a short- 
skirted uniform like a cheerleader’s with a ba­
ton on her shoulder. She had one leg angled up 
and her head thrown back, a real fakey pose but 
he guessed Jason had liked it. Something was 
written across the bottom but it was too blurred 
to be read.
Stark sighed and looked at Jason. Quite a 
lady killer. The next case showed a gawky kid 
in a basketball uniform, with his hands behind
Hey, it was Jason, his curls and “Pireus Pi­
rates” and a number seven on the shirt. The 
high school hero! And the cheerleader must 
really have liked the athlete; he grinned remem­
bering.
The opposite page was occupied by an old 
guy, in work clothes, with his hat in one hand 
and a pipe in the other. He wasn’t smiling, 
just looked a little uneasy and maybe wary as if 
he suspected something not quite right. Prob- 
ably his dad, Stark thought, feeling different 
somehow. He turned the page.
The little' boy squatted in the grass, look­
ing intently out at him, squinting a bit in the 
bright sun. His shoes and socks lay jumbled, 
smeared a little, out of range. The young Ja­
son.
Stark dropped the billfold, staring at the 
sun a moment. He stood up, seeing Jason again, 
the little boy and his sand castles and the mead­
ow lark’s call bounced in the brightness. He 
dropped to the ground; he held his head in his 
arms, x*ocking back and forth, crying. Far
his back, smirking sheepishly into the camera.
clown the road, a cattle truck lumbered, heading 
over the dip from Pireus.
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A Word on Many Things
b y  Ray Moholt
Perhaps these few words should have been 
entitled, “The Ramblings of a Pretty-Near 
Alum,” or “The Parting Words of a Has- 
Been.” With graduation just around the cor- 
ner, I find there are a few things I have want­
ed to say, but never did.
I never ran for a campus political office, 
never was editor of any campus publication, and 
. never crashed the three-point barrier, but I ’m 
satisfied that I learned some important things 
while in college. Things like, “What is Educa­
tion and What’s Wrong With It,” “What’s 
Wrong With Democracy at MSU,” and “Should 
■ I Join and Then Quit.” These an da few more 
that I ’d like to mention before being reduced to 
a card in the alumni file.
1 ‘ The systematic development and cultiva­
tion of the natural powers, by inculcation, ex- 
ample, etc.” That’s what Funk and Wagnalls’ 
dictionary calls education.
Perhaps the word systematic in the above 
definition is the key to what is wrong with educa­
tion, not just at MSU, but also at most other 
| schools.
America is probably the most competitive 
nation in the Avorld. Therefore, to attain suc­
cess, it is necessary for young men and women to 
get all the education they can in order to get a 
better job than the next person.
This is good, this increased seeking of edu­
cation. Our country has prospered because of 
. its high level of education. But at the same 
time education has suffered. Education has 
become a process. Another one of those things 
a person does to keep up with the Joneses.
Tn this, “The Age of Competition,” an edu­
cation is something everybody wants, and, of 
| course, needs. But how many want an educa- 
| ti°n enough to get one ? Many students go 
' through four years of college just to get a di- 
’ ploma, then think they have the world on a 
t string.
Thinking along this line, I ’m reminded of 
what an English instructor, new to this cam- 
j l)us> recently said to a student, “You’re one 
! of the few edueable persons around here.”
I Many students spend their undergraduate 
| days reading the required number of pages in 
j required number of textbooks, finishing a pa­
per or theme in the middle of a thought, because
the instructor asked for 500 words or perhaps 
five typewritten pages. And doing all this just 
to please that “god,” the “grade curve.”
Grades are perhaps one of the worst evils 
of education. Grades may be necessary; I ’m 
not convinced. Some students will go to any 
length to cheat on an exam, striving for that 
‘ A ’, forgetting that they are in college to get an 
education, not a grade.
I include myself in this category of students. 
Only this year have I discovered that from the 
first grade to a Bachelor’s degree, my educa­
tion has been a miserable waste of time. And 
until students realize that education is not just 
a college degree, but a lifelong, continuing task 
of learning as much as possible about everything, 
education will continue to be a “systematic” 
Bachelor’s degree factory.
iff. $c
“W hat’s Wrong With Democracy at MSU?”
Quite a bit.
Democracy is a farce at MSU. Any person 
who has been on campus seven quarters has the 
Opportunity to become ASMSU president. But 
the person who puts on the best campaign gets 
the office, whether he is qualified or not.
A case in point is a person who has served 
on Central Board for three years and has a 
working knowledge of all campus affairs and 
problems. He loses out in the primary to two 
candidates, who have had little or no previous 
experience in campus government, because of 
a less active campaign, or perhaps because he 
did not make as good an impression in sorority 
houses as his opponents did.
MSU students must realize one thing before 
they can enjoy the best in government on the 
campus level. Student leaders must not be 
elected on the basis of whether they belong to a 
Greek group or are independent. They must 
be elected on the basis of experience and quali­
fications.
The organization of the Independents was 
perhaps the number one interest stimulator of 
the year. This group is an important and wel- 
dorne addition to the campus. Independent 
students outnumber Greek affiliates on campus 
and they should have an organization to repre­
sent themselves.
But now, instead of the Greeks out-cam-
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paigning Greeks, Greeks must out-campaign 
Greeks and Independents, thereby adding more 
importance to group affiliation, rather than 
qualifications.
The campus press took quill pen in hand and 
supported the Independents. There’s no argu­
ing with freedom of the press. But wouldn’t 
the editorial writers have felt a deeper sense of 
satisfaction if they had crusaded for more em­
phasis on qualifications, rather than supporting 
the Independents because they admired the new 
group’s enthusiasm.
When each voter bothers to take the time to 
examine each candidate’s qualifications before 
casting a ballot, then student government will 
amount to something.
“Should I Join and Then Quit?”
What does this mean?
It may mean a lot of things, different things 
to different persons. It may mean starting 
school, then quitting. It may mean going out 
for football, getting tired of practicing then 
quitting. It may mean joining an organization 
on campus, then losing interest. What I had in 
mind was joining a fraternity, then dropping 
your active status.
Not necessarily a fraternity. It could be 
a sorority, the Elks club, or the Masonic order. 
The point is, should a person join an organiza­
tion, try it out, then quit if he is not satisfied? 
Or should he find out enough about it before 
joining?
Granted, there are many organizations a per­
son won’t be able to find out enough about be­
fore joining. Biit is he justified in joining on 
a trial basis?
For example, at a recent meeting of an or­
ganization of upperclass men, a member said 
he admired a certain person who had had the 
courage to drop his active status in a fraternity 
because he found he didn’t like it. I admire 
courage. Who doesn’t? But I admire more a 
person who Avill find out what he is joining be­
fore he takes an obligation.
*  #
By the time women get to college, aren’t 
they old enough to govern themselves?
In the army, strict regimentation is neces­
sary for discipline and the safety of the guy 
in the next foxhole. But when females reach 
the age of 18, they are of legal age, and it’s 
about time they learned to assume responsibility 
for themselves, instead of having their every ac­
tion governed by housemothers and deans.
Some say parents wouldn’t let their daugh­
ters come to college if there were not hours and 
other strict regulations. Fine, let them keep their 
daughters at home until the parents have bother­
ed to teach them how to govern themselves.
Some say girls will get into trouble after 
10:00 on week nights or after one o ’clock on 
weekends. But cou ldn’t they get into just as 
much trouble before these set hours?
Some say girls will not spend as much time 
at the books if they do not have hours. But if 
they are that disinterested in studying, they 
should not be here.
Are we to continue believing that females 
are the “weaker sex,” if not physically, then 
morally, and need this strict governing, while 
males do not ? Or should we advocate the eman­
cipation of women from this system of “hours” 
and place them on the same plane of self-re­




Yet trite—is sain phrase 
To describe you
Potent-beyond power 
Of words-on tongue 
Your throbbing heat
Life-vast secret 
Locked-in chest eternal 
Is sought by man
Life—what are you 
Fiercely—I grasp you 
And hold, yet hold not
Life—the flesh is living 
The blood—is warm 
Secret of life is here?
Life—I dig my nails 
Wildly— into your essence 




He rubbed bis eyes, blinked them, and he 
was awake. He kicked the covers down from 
his face. There was no one in the room. He 
put his foot out slowly, looking for snakes and 
scorpions, chiggers and spiders, as his mother 
had told him to. Then he was up. Since Cara 
Mamba wasn’t around, he decided to dress him­
self. He turned his shoes carefully upside 
down, nothing, so he put them on. He walked 
the pattern in the mosaic floor to the window 
and pushed the heavy shutter out. On the hill 
across the canyon, there stood the marble con- 
quistadore. He admired the eonquistadore more 
than anything in the village. Bruce smiled. 
He had made Cara Mamba tell him the con- 
quistadore’s story at least once every day. The 
eonquistadore lived long ago, a noble Spaniard, 
who had come to this tropic country and fought 
the Indians up into the mountains to take the 
gold mines away from their savage king. Bruce 
remembered Cara Mamba’s black hands show­
ing the eonquistadore dodging arrows, his sword 
waving his men on. He could see the eonquis­
tadore ; he knew how brave the man was.
In the early afternoon sun, the conquista- 
dore shone high above the few houses on the 
far hillside. Bruce stared at the statue for a 
minute, then turned away. He looked up to 
see if Cara Mamba was around with her bright 
green skirt and white apron, but she was not.
Sunday on Miller Creek
by Alice Anne Larom
From the small square of blanket where we sit
Myriad grass points starred with violets spread 
to bank
The young stream running with the wind-struck 
branches.
Hail and ring of young m en’s voices climb the 
sky,
And a white flight of arrows arcs the meadow.
A little copper dog with back arched faun-like
Follows, pausing to point, or sniff and dig.
Above, the lupin-hued sky rests bathed in sun
Bounded only by three even-wheeling hawks.
lie  was happy with his solitude, it was a treat 
for him to be alone, to amuse himself without 
waiting for the green skirt to decide if he could 
do this or that. He ran across the room to his 
playmate and opened the black cage, and called, 
“Micha!”
Glistening eyes unblinking, a parrot side­
stepped out of the enamled cage. Bruce put his 
arm out in front of him as the peddler had done 
in Rio. The bird awkwardly crawled to the arm. 
Bruce was afraid, he had never done this be­
fore; his parents had told him not to. Cara 
Mamba often took the bird out of the cage 
this way, holding the green pet above him chest 
high. lie  smiled and let his breath out slowly 
when the bird was safely perched on his arm. 
Except for the shining statue, Micha was B ruce’s 
favorite thing in the village. The parrot often 
laughed and jeered at the wild birds outside, 
and this delighted the boy. He stared at the 
bird, now really close for the first time. Micha 
was green with tufts of yellow and red on his 
breast and head, and he had black eyes. The 
bird was staring beyond him, and Bruce turned 
to see what the bird was looking at. On the 
hill, across the canyon, the statue stood gleam­
ing.
He tensed with excitement. The bird wanted 
to go to the hilltop and see the statue as much 
as he did. Once Cara Mamba had promised
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him he might go, but his parents said no. Now 
both he and the parrot wanted to go. Micha 
seemed content and safe on his arm. Bruce 
went to the window. He was going to go to 
shoAv Micha the statue.
He put one foot over the iron balustrade 
and jumped into the garden. Micha cawed and 
Bruce settled him. Then he walked to the Avail 
and pushed out the gate. FroAvning, Bruce 
looked at the canyon. The houses on the slopes 
Avere like the one he lived in, painted, tiled and 
solid. He knew these because he could see them 
from his AvindoAv; but below, hidden by the 
garden Avail, shacks and huts filled the canyon. 
There were so many more than he remembered. 
Micha strained down on B ruce’s arm, and Bruce 
looked beyond the houses to the fringe of jungle 
on the far hill and the conquistadore above it, 
and started toward it. The road stretched a long 
Avay doAvn into the canyon. Down the hill he 
Avent, past the trees and gardens of the big 
houses to the thickening splintery shacks of the 
A'illage Avhich smelled powerfully of tar and mo­
lasses. Through crooked streets with bewilder­
ing alleys he Avandered, past three goats eating 
the fruit of a sleeping beggar. The parrot cried 
sharply and stretched his wings, and Bruce 
kept going toAvard the treetops he could see over 
the roofs. Ilis face felt hot and dirty. Finally, 
Bruce stepped into the shade of a tree. He Avas 
a little out of breath.
The road Avas lost, but straight ahead through 
the vined trees Bruce could see the statue. 
Micha preened and sidestepped on the boy’s 
arm Avhich ached slightly from the uncomfort­
able tight position. It Avas cooler noAv. lie  had 
to push aAvay a dusty leaf, and then another. 
The trees overhead grappled for mastery of the 
sky. M icha’s bill cracked as the bird caught 
some unseen insect in the shadoAvy air. Bruce 
Avas surprised to find his loAver lip Avet with 
perspiration. The bird scolded him Avhen he 
jumped OATer a log. ShadoAvs in irregular patch­
es of light blinded him for a minute, then he saw 
the cemeteiy Avail. Micha screeched delight, and 
cocked his head. Bruce Avalked on ; he couldn’t 
see the statue over that Avail. He came to the 
gate and pushed it open, and there beyond 
grassy plots and monuments stood the marble 
giant. He ran to the statue. Pride and happi­
ness made him tremble a little as he held out 
his arm to give the parrot a better look. “You 
see, Micha, you see!”
But the bird was restless on his arm. The
sharp talons broke his soft flesh. Bruce grab­
bed the b ird’s legs. Micha crowed and twitched, 
and put out his wings and pulled upAvard. 
Bruce held tight and looked at the sky. Far up. 
a bird Avas gliding and circling. Wings caught 
him in the eyes, and when he could see again
there Avas a huge shadoAv gliding on the con­
quistadore. Micha screeched and pulled a claAv 
loose, to put up as protection. From above, a 
murderous cry was screamed back.
“Bruce! What you do here? Y o’ ma'm 
doan wan’ you here!” He turned and saAv the 
black hands and billoAving green skirt, and 
piercing black eyes. Micha, in a sudden burst 
of energy, got free of his grasp and fleAv fal- 
teringly. Bruce cried out and then Avatched 
quietly.
The huge bird dived suddenly and caught
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Micha in its claws. Bruce gasped! Micha was 
| being shaken by the giant bird. Then Micha was 
| thrown to the earth. He started to run to his 
[ pet, then Cara Mamba scrambled over the graves 
t to the fallen challenger and grabbed it with one 
hand, and waved her free arm in the air. The 
gray intrduer swooped down and hit Cara Mam- 
[ ha on the side of the head; her hands went to 
[ the injury. Bruce was screaming as Micha 
[ got away from the nurse; he lunged to catch 
the bird. M icha’s sick wings flapped out of his 
| reach.
The savage made a graceful arc then dived 
[ and caught Micha again. Cara Mamba’s arms 
I were waving as if she wanted to fly up. Micha 
[ fell again. Bruce was stumbling to the pet, 
and he picked up the ripped body. Cara Mamba 
I screamed; the saffron claws of the murderer 
• slashed before his eyes. Bruce held the bird 
> tight to his body, and tried to hit the giant. The 
r claws missed Micha, but tore his shoulder. He 
■ groaned. Then Cara Mamba pushed past the 
thrashing wings and shouted, “Condor, con­
dor!”
Her hands caught the b ird’s neck, and she 
was holding tight. Dust was swirling around 
her; she pulled the bird to the ground twisting 
and straining, exhorting the Trinity and the 
saints. A loose feather drifted in the air. The 
giant screeched defiance!
Cara Mamba held the dead killer in her 
hands, and Bruce gazed at her with wonder. 
Micha, hoarse, cried, and then was dead. With 
an unintelligble curse Cara Mamba cast the 
villa in’s body away. There was dirt and blood 
on her face.
Later, as they stopped by a spring in the 
jungle on their way home, Bruce asekd, “Can 
we come and put flowers on the grave of Mi­
cha?” The black eyes smiled, “Yes, little 
one.”
“Micha was brave, wasn’t he?” demanded 
the little boy ; and then he said, ‘ ‘ And so were 
you.”
Cara Mamba tore a piece of her green skirt 
and wrapped B ruce’s shoulder.
Another Day
b y  Rhea Sherburne
Outside it was still and hot. Each time a car 
I drove past a fine cloud of dust rose, then settled 
|i covering the vehicles parked on each side of the 
ji street with a tannish-grey powder. The butch- 
| er’s little girl was squatting by the store door 
| with a pop bottle full of water making mud pies 
| in bakery quantities. Her hair was stringy and 
1 blonde, and one piece kept falling over her eyes.
Each time she brushed it back she made another 
I ^ rt streak across her face. I hoped Claude 
i wouldn’t see her and chase her away again. She 
> was a eilte tyke, and she really didn’t have any 
| other place to play. Her folks were newcomers, 
I so she hadn’t made any little friends yet, and 
since they lived in the apartmant above the store 
; (like all Claude’s butchers always have) there 
wasn’t even a back yard. It was different with 
her brother; he had a bike and he hung around 
• Slack Bridge until he made a lot of buddies. 
I didn’t pay much attention to her anymore. 
! Many times I ’ve seen her look after him like a 
- wistful puppy as he swaggered down the street 
1 ‘ ‘ the boys. ’ ’ Oh well, it was really none of
my business. I just hoped Claude wouldn’t see 
her . . .
Across the street Eddy stood in the doorway 
of his little restaurant. I saw him pull up his 
white apron and wipe off his sweaty face, then 
turn and walk back in again. Poor Ed . . .  he 
bought a new air conditioner and it broke down 
this morning. H e’d come into the store for ten 
more pounds of hamburger, and he was swearing 
like crazy . . . “The son of-a bitch broke 
down the hottest damn day of the year — 
gonna take her right back to Maxie and tell him 
to take the damned thing and go to Hell.” It 
was almost funny to hear Ed go to town like that 
—everybody knew he wouldn’t tell Maxie that; 
he was too mild, too good natured. H e’d mention 
it when Max and his men came over for morning 
coffee, but that’s all. Probably during a rainy 
spell when work is slack Max will come over with 
his tool case and tinker around a bit, charge him 
five dollars, and Ed will pay it because he’s too 
nice not to.
I was glad our air conditioner was working.
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Last week’s dollar day banners suspended from 
ceiling wires flapped wildly each time the two 
giant fans made their revolutions. Even at that 
I felt hot and sticky standing by the cash register 
waiting for someone to come through the line and 
break the monotony of standing. It was the three 
o ’clock doldrums—the delivery had gone out, 
and then of course there was the funeral. Most 
of the town would be getting ready for that now. 
The men hot in tight collars, the women in their 
white hats that had already seen fourteen Sun­
days since Easter, and the children, strangely 
subdued because it was one of them. Poor Olsons
—Freddy had been such a nice little guy—a real 
live wire. Just last week he plagued me all one 
day dragging in old pop bottles and asking me 
for the three cent refund. After he got it, he 
usually spent about ten minutes deciding which 
penny candy he wanted. Then half an hour later 
he’d come in with another bottle he’d found in 
the alley somewhere . . . just in and out all day. 
That was two, no, three days before it hap­
pened.
“Wake up, kid, don’t you know you’re not 
supposed to sleep on the job?”
“Oh hi, Sam. What’s the butcher man doing 
up here I ’ ’
“Nothing to do back there, Jean. Finished
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all the restaurant orders, and there’s more than 
enough meat cut up for the rest of the day.” He 
boosted himself up on the counter and started to 
unwind, then rewind the adding machine tape. 
“Helluva slow day, isn’t it?” he asked.
“Uh huh, but wait until about four thirty 
or five.”
“What happens then?”
‘ ‘ Oh, everyone will be coming back from the , 
cemetery about then, I suppose. Seems like peo­
ple always swarm into a store after a funeral— \ 
maybe it’s psychological. The sight of the dead 
makes them realize they’re alive and consequent- . 
ly hungry.”
“Whoooah, punk, one year in college and you 
start spouting psychology. Maybe they just come \ 
in because they’re dressed up and down town ; 
and they want tol kill two birds with one stone.”
“Ah, Sam,” I laughed, “you’re a heck of a 
deflater. ’ ’
For a few minutes neither of us said any­
thing. Only the rustle of the flapping food ban­
ners broke the silence.
Then Sam sighed, slid off the counter, and 
started fumbling with the strings on his big 
butcher apron.
“Reach under the counter and get me an­
other apron, will you, Jean? This one’s pretty I 
bad.”
I did, and he threw the bloody one down and 
put the clean apron over his head. I folded the 
dirty one and placed it next to the till so I ’d re­
member to take it out to the dirty clothes box 
later.
Sam started over to the window whistling 
and bobbing his war-balding head. All of a sud­
den he stopped. . . . “Too bad about the Olson 
boy, isn’t it? H is dad’s a helluva nice guy—met 
him over at the Legion Club when he first came 
to town.” He stood looking out the window at 
E d’s weather-beaten restaurant with its useless 
air conditioner hanging over the red painted 
door. “Damned if I ’ll ever let Billy go swim­
ming out at that Black Bridge again.”
“And where else is a boy going to learn to 
swim around here ? ” I asked.
“Yeah where?” Sam’s voice sounded flat 
and hollow. “Darned fine, progressive city 
you’ve got here. Jim Nash says the city council 
has killed the swimming pool proposal for five 
straight years—their kids are all grown up, and 
they don’t think it’s worth the money. Yeah, 
darned great town I chose for my family.”
Mrs. Newton parked her husband’s new green 
automobile against the curb with a thud. She 
scurried out clutching a cream bottle, the 'crazy 
flower on her hat bobbing with each step. The 
butcher’s little girl stood up quickly, and Mrs*. 
Newton'made a face as she gingerly stepped over 
the mess of mud pies and juggled the bottle to. 
her other hand so she could open the door.;
"Sahi whipped "to the door to let her in, mur­
muring apologies, then lie stepped- outside and 
bent down to tallcto his little Susie. The next 
time I looked she was paddling' up the street to­
wards the stairway which led to their apartment.
Sam came back in and walked back to his. meat 
counter.
Mrs. Newton had exchanged the empty bottle 
for a full pint of cream. She came trotting up 
to my counter holding it way in front of her with 
two fingers so the dew on the bottle wouldn’t 
drip on her new pink linen. She set it down, 
made a little clucking noise, and reached into the 
generous bosom of her dress for her lacy hand­
kerchief.
“Wrap it good, won’t you, Jean, and charge 
it to the Aid. Dear me, I wasn’t even supposed 
to be on this committee, but then Mrs. Brunt met 
me at the church door with an empty bottle and 
asked me to get some cream for the coffee hour 
after the funeral.” She sniffed. “I ’m afraid 
Mrs. Brunt doesn’t plan things out too well. ’ ’
I finished writing out the charge slip and 
dipped it from its pad. “Very many people 
there yet?” I asked.
“Oh my yes, it’s really going to be a big one,
I think! Poor Olsons—Freddy was their pride 
and jov, you know. I guess the other little boys 
didn’t even miss him until Jackie Lunty wanted 
to go home. The two of them had sneaked down 
to the river together that afternoon. Mrs. Olson 
was always after him not to go down there seeing 
how he couldn’t swim or anything. ” *
I handed her the sack. “I heard that the Ol­
sons might give the memorial mOney people sent 
in to help start a community swimming pool 
fund. Is that right, Mrs. Newton?”
. . “Well, I don’t know, Jean. I heard that too 
at one time. I guess Mr. Olson was, pretty set on 
it at first. Jake and 1 sent in five dollars, and 
quite a few others did too. I heard Rev. On- 
slinger tell it came close to $20.0. But you know 
that wouldn’t begin to. pay for a pool—then 
there’s up-keep and everything. Onslinger would 
like to have them finish paying for the new 
chimes ... he said it would just do it. Well, I ’d 
better run. I see that funny little old LaPec 
woman walking over that way, and she’s always 
late you know. ’ ’
She scurried out the door clutching the brown 
bag. The car jerked away from the curb, the 
front bumper screeching against the sidewalk, 
and off she sped leaving a temporary dust storm 
behind her.
Claude, my boss, came tip' and stood beside 
nle. “Fool woman driver,”' he moaned, “and 
such a nice new car. Well, le t’s pull down the 
blinds and lock the door for the funeral. Jean, 
you’ve got a nice hand—why don’t you make out 
a little sign for the door?”
Claude was short and fat, so he had to stand 
up on a pop ease to reach the strings on the 
ragged green blinds. I got into a Ilershey box 
and pulled out a cardboard divider, took out a 
marking pencil, and neatly lettered—CLOSED 
FOR FUNERAL. Then I walked over and 
scotch taped it to the glass in the door.
“C—1-aude, oh C—1—a-ude.” It was his 
wife, Blanche, calling from her little office in the 
back of the store. “What did you do with the 
stamps?”
“In the left hand drawer, honey,” he yelled 
back.
“Ooo—K, found ’em.”
I went back to the till, picked up the bloody 
apron and took it out to the store room and 
threw it in the cardboard laundry box.
“Jean, would you come and help me stamp 
some of these envelopes, please?” Blanche called.
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“Sure thing.” I walked into the office. It 
was a brightly lighted cubicle without any win­
dows. The fan on the filing cabinet was work­
ing hard, but it couldn’t seem to budge the 
heavy, smelly air.
“Statements,” Blanche grinned. She was 
short and dark, a little plump and just right for 
Claude. “Statements and more statements, but 
I ’m all through for this month. A ren’t you 
proud of me ? ”
4 4 Uh huh, ’ ’ I laughed. Everyone always 
laughs around Blanche; she’s a real nice person.
We licked and stamped and licked and 
stamped until we soon had them all done.
4 4 Guess I ’ll run over to the Post Office with 
these now that the store’s quiet,” Blanche said. 
“Maybe the paper will be out.”
44If it is, ask for ours too, w on’t you? Mom 
said she didn’t think she could make it down 
town today.”
Sam stuck his head around the corner and 
said, 4 4 C ’mon, gals, Dick has conveniently 
dropped a watermelon, and we don’t want it to 
go to waste, now do we?”
“Well, Sam, you save a piece for me. I ’m 
going to run over to the post office a minute and 
mail these letters, ’ ’ Blanche said.
I walked into the stock room and sat down on 
some bags of flour that were piled up on the cof­
fee grinder. I liked the smell back there—kind of 
a nice rich aroma—woody from the sawdust on 
the floor and rich from the stacks of good food. It 
was especially nice by the coffee grinder, nothing 
smells quite as good as coffee. I broke off a 
piece of melon and started munching on its wa­
tery sweetness. The men were teasing Dick about 
being such a clumsy stock boy.
“Darn it, Dick, if you had to drop a melon 
and crack it open—why didn’t you drop a cold 
one?” Sam queried.
Poor little Dick was getting redder and red­
der. He was a nice boy, but only fifteen and 
new on the job, so he still d idn’t know quite how 
to take the special grocery store jargon of happy 
insults thrown hei*e and there—especially among 
the men.
“Oh shut up, Sam, just because you weren’t 
clever, enough to drop it yourself.” I smiled at 
the boy, “I t’s a dai*n good melon, Dick, sweet 
and juicy—at least you picked it well on that 
score.”
“Well, dig the little guardian angel,” Claude 
laughed.
The two of them kept on laughing and mak­
ing wise cracks, but I ignored them and leaned
against the flour and let the sweet juice trickle 
down my throat.
Pretty soon Blanche came in with a couple of 
copies of the weekly newspaper, and we each took 
a section, read the local scandal, then passed it 
on and took a new sheet. The front page was 
pretty well devoted to little F reddy’s drowning.
Blanche sighed, “I guess the water was so 
muddy that it took over an hour to find him after 
they finally decided he had gone down.”
“It’s the highway the state is building out 
by the bridge makes it so dirty,” Claude said.
4 4 They bulldoze so close to the edge that lots of 
the debris falls in.”
“Real sanitary,” Sam snorted and he looked 
at his watermelon as though he wouldn’t par­
ticularly relish another bite.
“The currents are pretty strong out there, 
too,” Dick piped, then stopped and looked 
around embarrassed to think he had drawn so 
much attention to himself.
“Yeah, they are,” Claude said without even 
glancing at the stammering boy, 4 4 heard big old 
Hank Cline say he could hardly stand up in it 
down where they found the body . . . runs awful 
fast in some places.”
“The thing I remember is the cows,” I said. 
“We used to go swimming there quite a lot when 
we were kids, and the cows used to stand around 
and moo at us. Once the bull chased me, and I 
ran for the fence like crazy and cut my leg on it 
climbing over. I cried and cried and I never 
went swimming again, until I had to this year 
at school. ’ ’
4 4 Maybe you were lucky, ’ ’ Blanche said.
4 4 Maybe I was, ’ ’ I answered.
“Do you think Mr. Olson will try to build 
a pool?” Dick asked hopefully.
44H arry’s a nice guy, but neither he nor his 
bank account is big enough for that, I ’m afraid,” 
Claude predicted.
4 4 But surely if he ... ” Blanche began. 
“W ouldn’t work, Blanche,” Claude inter­
rupted, “too big of a job.”
4 4 Maybe he could begin with the memorial 
money,” I said.
“Maybe,” Claude replied, “but I wouldn’t j 
count on it—guess it’ll just have to be the Black 
Bridge until someone can really finance the i 
whole show. ’ ’
“Dammit, if Billy ever goes out there again 
I ’ll tan his hide like its never been tanned be­
fore.” Sam’s face was red and his little bald 
spot was thumping. “What’s the matter with 
this town anyway? Wide open spaces all around
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I it and no decent place for boys to swim—even 
I little Susy can’t find a decent spot to play. . . .” 
I lie looked up at Claude, then down at his shoes 
[ in embarrassment.
Claude stood up, “Yeah, Sam, things are 
| tough all over. Think I ’ll go up front and see 
I if it isn’t about time to open. ’ ’ He walked over 
I to the door and looked back, “You know, Sam, 
I lots of people would be pretty happy to have that 
L apartment of yours-. . . yup, lots of them.” Then 
I lie turned and walked away.
None of us could say anything for a minute 
I or so, then Blanche started to hum an old little 
I tune and rolled up her paper and unrolled it 
L again. I threw my rind in an egg crate already 
I half filled with garbage and broke off another 
| piece and started to eat it. Sam got tip and 
I washed his- "hands at the',big. rusty sink next to 
I his meat chopping table. Dick just sat and wig- 
1 gled his feet back and forth on the sawdust 
[ floor.
A little later Claude came out from the front 
| and said, “C.’mpn, gang, le t’s go. The funeral 
| procession is back already, and w e’re going to be 
| swamped in a few minutes.”
I jumped off the flour sack and brushed off 
I the back offmyf skirt. I didn’t have time to fin- 
i ish the watermelon, so I dropped it in the crate 
I with its sister rind,-took.my'paper, and went up 
I front.
Claude pulled>tip the shades and unlocked the 
door, and Blanche came up to help me at the 
other check-out counter. Soon the crowds started 
to come in—at first just the few who hadn’t both­
ered to go out to the cemetery. Then came the 
people who had followed the long black hearse 
out and watched as they slipped the little coffin 
into the ground and covered it with shovels of 
dry dirt. The ladies stood in little huddles and 
talked about the funeral with sad expressions 
and the next minute they were all concerned as 
to whether they should buy a crate of peaches 
this week or take a chance on getting as good ones 
the next week. So it went—blurred faces, carts 
piled high with food, two cash registers jangling 
off key with each other.
“I ’m sorry we ’re out of that. ” “ Thank you. ’ ’ 
Don’t forget your change, mam.” “Are those 
berries still thirty-nine cents ? ” “ How much for 
a case of tomatoes?” “Too bad about the Olson 
boy, isn’t it?” “Sorry, the Philip Morris man 
didn’t come this week.” “Dick, Dick, come 
carry this box.” “These are Elbertas, Hales 
next Tuesday.” “How much is the Number One 
Hills Brothers now?” “Is it true about the
swimming pool ? ” “ Better take another one, sir, 
two heads for thirty-five cents. ’ ’ And so on and 
on until I thought my head would break, my legs 
crumple under me.
Then as if by magic the store was nearly 
empty again. I looked up at the big electric 
clock, courtesy of Butternut Coffee. Five to six 
—happy day!
Once more the door swung open and a pink 
hulk marched toward me.
“Can I get credit for this cream, Jean? We 
didn’t need it after all. That darned Mrs. Brunt 
—put her on a committee and she doesn’t know 
whether she’s coming or going. Tillie had al­
ready brought a pint in from the country. Brunt 
had called her just this morning about it and 
then she forgot about it that quick. ’ ’
“O.K., Mrs. Newton, I ’ll just make out a 
credit slip to the Aid and everything will be 
square. H ow’d the coffee hour go?” I asked.
“Oh, just fine—I really think the mourners 
enjoyed it,” she beamed at me happily. “Rev. 
Onslihger and some of the trustees got to talking 
to the Olsons and I guess it’s all settled about 
putting the memorial money on the new chimes. 
They’re even going to have a special dedication 
service next Sunday. Like Ohslinger says—one 
man can’t fight the1 whole world. I really think 
he’s right too. L et’s see, do I need anything? 
I ’m kind of full from the coffee and everything, 
so I guess I ’ll just let Jake grab for his supper— 
then I ’ll call in tomorrow morning and have 
some things sent out.”
Fine Off-Campus Dining Awaits You
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With that she turned and bounced out of the 
door to the shiny green car.
I felt tired and when I looked over at Blanche 
I knew she felt that way, too. She looked at me 
and grinned wryly, “That’s one swimming pool 
shot to heck.”
“Yeah,” I yawned, “all to heck.”
I took the cream out of the crumpled sack 
and put it back in the cooler. The men were 
carting the fresh fruits and vegetables into the 
walk-in for the night, but I caught Sam before he 
got away. I carefully selected a box of the big­
gest berries out of the strawberry crate—■1 Think 
Mom said something about them for supper,” I 
explained.
I stopped at my counter, wrote out the charge 
slip, and slipped the berries in a little brown bag. 
I stuffed out newspaper in the bottom to give it 
more support, and I carried the sack on the side 
so the berries were facing up.
“Good night, everybody, see you tomorrow,” 
I called.
A couple of good nights bounced back from 
different parts of the store, and I turned to leave 
Claude’s Grocery for another day.
Outside, the sidewalk still hed the heat of the 
day, but the air was a little cooler, and a west 
breeze was blowing. I could smell the delicious 
greasiness of short order steaks being fried at 
E ddy’s. On the corner Sam’s girl sat on the 
curb in a seersucker play suit slowly trickling 
gutter sand between her naked toes. Her blonde 
hair was still tangled and the same lock was 
falling in her eyes. I walked by the printing 
shop, and I saw them inside locking up for the 
night, piling the new editions on the front coun­
ter for the non-subscription public. On past Nel­
sons, Murphys, Baldwins . . .  nice green lawns, 
shady trees.
On the corner our house stood, prim, proper, 
and homey. As I turned to cross the street the 
clear, melodius notes of chimes began to sound 
from the church steeple. They had been played 
every evening since Good Friday when they had 
been installed. Now the vespers would be paid 
for.
I looked down and saw that my juicy red 
berries had soaked through one side of the sack. 
I checked to make sure none of the sticky, red 
juice had gotten on my drfess. It hadn’t.
As I clicked our back gate open I heard a 
terrible racket coming down the street. I looked 
and saw at least five boys on bikes whooping like 
Indians. Sam’s boy, Billy, was in the lead. On 
each handle bar a pair of gaudy trunks dripped.
MONTANA’S OLDEST BANK
M issoula’s Independent Bank 
Established 1873
FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK
COMPLETE BANKING 
SERVICE
For that NOONTIME
LATE EVENING SNACK
★ MaltsandSha kes
★ Hamburgers
★ Cheeseburgers
BROWNIE'S 
IN'N' OUT
1550 W. Broadway
NONE FINER 
ANYWHERE
40 —
ft
